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ABSTRACT
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A HANDS-ON-APPROACH TO EXPLORE
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN PUERTO RICO WITH EMPHASIS ON
ENDANGERED SPECIES
MAY 1997
CARMEN M. MARTINEZ RIVERA,
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
M.ED., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
ED. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Gloria de Guevara

The purpose of this work was to create a framework for the design of a
hands-on approach to explore environmental issues in Puerto Rico with
emphasis on endangered species. The product of the action research is a
curriculum for children, ages seven to eleven consisting of fourteen formal
lessons and twenty-three informal lessons that focus on ten chosen
endangered species of Puerto Rico. The framework created in this study is
based on the Environmental Education Goal developed in the Belgrade
Workshop that took place in Yugoslavia in 1975.
A theoretical framework for the curriculum design was presented as
Chapter III of the dissertation. It included a description of the historical
background of the island of Puerto Rico.
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It also presentes a general historical review that identified specific moments
in the history of education in Puerto Rico and general information about
the science curriculum on the Island.
The hands-on curriculum in Spanish for Puerto Rican children, ages
seven to eleven, was developed as part of the study and was presented as
Chapter IV. The chapter addressed environmental issues pertaining to ten
specific endangered species form Puerto Rico and included fourteen formal
lessons and twenty-three informal The ten endangered species included in
the study are the following:
Scientific Name

Common Name

Amphiphous:
Eleutherodactvlus jasperi

Golden Coqui

Birds:
Falco peregrinus tundrius

Arctic Peregrine Falcon

Pelecanus o. occidentalis

Brown Pelican

Charadrius alexandrinustenuirostris

Piping Plover

Plants:
Cvathea drvopteroides (Fern)

Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque
Enano

Stahlia monosperma (Tree)

Cóbana Negra

Ternstroemia luquillensis (Tree)

Palo Colorado

Cassia mirabilis (Shrub)
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Reptiles:
Chelonia mydas

Green Sea Turtle

Cvclura steinegeri

Mona Ground Iguana

V=

Some species do not have common name.
Vll
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to create a framework for the design
of a curriculum for Puerto Rican children, ages seven to eleven. The
curriculum will address environmental issues, particularly those
pertaining to endangered species from Puerto Rico.
Our society has been bombarded with information regarding the
status of the environment. The reason is that we as human beings share
only one place: the earth. We use and make changes to our environment
every single day. We must learn about environmental problems by
working in problem solving ways and looking for solutions. The type
of problem solving employed in dealing with environmental issues is in
part scientific, but it must also incorporate active participation, seeking
other possible solutions. This could happen if our educational systems
encourage the learning process to go beyond the classroom.
We also should focus on out-of-school education because it is an
important way to help preserve and improve the environment. Through
this process we must change the negative attitudes of all members of the
community and inspire them to participate and collaborate with the
school community. In this way, the students and community can
become actively involved. They can explore and critically evaluate their
environment, their problems and seek common solutions.
Through this process the learner may then begin to develop
alternatives and plans of action for solving environmental problems.
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As learners become actively involved in environmental problem solving,
they gain opportunities to acquire the knowledge and the skills necessary
to deal with current and future environmental issues. We must prepare
and interpret the natural relationship that exists between the environment
and the human being hoping to develop or create interest within the
students for their environment. Learning about the problems, and
inventing solutions, is one step towards saving the earth. The next step
is that as responsible citizens we are working hard to make the solutions
reality. The key to this process is to start to save the earth now.

Background of the Problem
Today's children are tomorrow's adults who will be responsible
for seeking environmental solutions to environmental problems.
Children need educational opportunities that allow them to learn,
explore and discover by themselves. This research effort will permit the
target population of this study to make a connection between the process
of understanding environmental issues and every day life interaction
between human beings. This study will emphasize the practical
applications of presenting knowledge and providing experiences that
promote improvement of the quality of the environment. It will also
promote the development of understanding and appreciation for the
interrelationship between ourselves and our environment.
One solution for addressing the concerns of environmental issues
is to encourage community participation and the extension of the
learning process beyond the classroom. However, this process , involves
the development of laboratory experiences and materials that can be
used outside the formal classroom setting.
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Statement of the Problem
Puerto Rico is the smallest of the Greater Antilles islands in the
Caribbean Sea with dimensions of 100 miles from east to west, and 35
miles from north to south. The Island's population is approximately 3.27
million (Wagenheim and Jiménez, 1988). It has a diversity of plants,
animals and birds. The construction and development that has occurred
on the island during the last two decades has used not only tons of
concrete on Puerto Rico's roads and cities, but it has also created
distance from the learning process that children used to obtain from their
proximity to forest and animal life. Puerto Rico's ecological habitat and
environment has been affected by choices made in our society, such as
the industrialization that has occurred on the island.
This period of economic development has been well received by
consumers, but its negative effects on the environment have not been
completely understood or addressed. The period of industrialization has
represented a drastic deterioration of Puerto Rico's environment. As an
industrialized society, Puerto Rico suffers from environmental issues
related to poison in the environment known as the three P's (poisons in
our natural resources, pollution, and population).
These environmental issues are among the major issues we need
to address as a society from top to bottom in order to preserve the
environment and natural resources. This must include the development
of educational materials that create sensitivity towards the environment.
The outcome of this study will provide a framework with which to view
environmental issues. This framework will be flexible and adaptable to
any new curriculum trend and educational activity that emerges in the
field of environmental education.
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Significance and Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to create a framework for the design
of a curriculum that can be used to educate Puerto Rican children
regarding environmental issues, particularly those pertaining to
endangered species found in Puerto Rico. The ultimate goal is to
develop a tool that will help educators, students and community
members to understand environmental issues that are effecting the
quality of life on the island of Puerto Rico.
Environmental education is viewed as a process in which the
learner participates in three levels of learning experiences: discovery,
inquiry and evaluation including the stages of problem identification and
problem solving. The process may be carried out by students
participating in studies that relate to the total natural and human made
environment. Based on that premise, this study will:
1- Develop information that will make the island of Puerto Rico’s
population more aware of environmental issues and problems
associated with them;
2- Help Puerto Rican children develop attitudes, motivation, and
commitment to work both as responsible individuals and collectively
towards the solution of the problem of endangered species in Puerto
Rico;
3- Create a preventive conscience on new environmental problems;
4- Assist Puerto Rican children in becoming more knowledgeable
concerning the total environment and associated problems; and
5- Create a real connection between children and the environment,
between problems and solutions, and between cause and effect
t

relationships.
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To address and improve the concerns of the island's environment,
and our citizens consciousness and practices for utilizing our natural
resources, will take a lot of time, energy and human interest. This study
will be a positive step towards educating, informing and developing a
stronger consciousness in the community on environmental issues and
the use of natural resources. It also will promote awareness and transfer
information to educators and learners regarding environmental issues in
Puerto Rico. As educators we are key to establishing positive attitudes
towards environmental issues. We also perceive the necessity to teach
communities about environmental concerns and increase the awareness
of sound wildlife management practices within the general population.
This could happen through hands-on activities, positive attitudes and the
recognition that environmental issues are real and challenging.
This work recognizes the necessity of transferring information
through the development of materials that must undergo a process of
reflection that can eventually bring to the student, content on issues of
real relevance in Puerto Rico. This study can help others to become
more aware of their own potential, and share a vision of unity between
us and nature. It can also help us internalize that we can be part of the
process of saving nature by loving and interacting with it. Also we can
pay attention to our deepest inner feelings, drives, hopes, and images of
the future of nature. The challenge of this discovery will become
virtually indistinguishable from the every day learning that characterizes
and, indeed, makes our lives possible.
This study also will deal with the ethics and the philosophy of the
Puerto Rican government and its handling of environmental issues.
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Through this process we can learn about, and be part of the
environmental decision-making process and be able to apply the
knowledge and the skills necessary to work in the development of
a better and sustainable society. This study can help community
members understand their role in the development of a safe
environment. It will encourage individuals to actively participate using
their skills and will give them the opportunity to work as productive
members of the Puerto Rican community.
There is no single answer to the environmental crisis that we
are facing today, but every one of us is part of the problem and most
importantly, we are part of the solution too.

Delimitations of the Study
1) This study addressed only environmental issues affecting the
island of Puerto Rico.
2) This study focused specifically on ten endangered species of
Puerto Rico.
3) This study designed a hands-on curriculum in Spanish for
children ages seven to eleven.
4) No attempts to formally evaluate the curriculum were made.
5) The target population was limited to Puerto Rican children.
6) The names and numbers of endangered species included in this
study did not fully represent all the possibilities of endangered
species of Puerto Rico.
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Definition of Terms
The terms presented below represent the meaning of the words as
used throughout the dissertation.
Environment:

The combination of external or extrinsic physical
conditions that affect and influence the growth and
development of organisms.
The American Heritage Dictionarv (1985). (p. 458),
Mifflin Company, Boston MA.

Human Impact:

A disturbance or change in ecosystem composition,
structure, or function caused by humans.
Ecological Basis for Ecosvstem Management/1994)
(p. 17), Forest Technical Report, Washington, D.C.

Pollution:

Any change in water, soil, or food that can affect the
health, survival, or activities of human beings in an
unwanted way.
Living in the Environment, (1990) Miller, (p. 48),
Wadsworth Publishing Company, California.

Sustainability:

The ability of an ecosystem to maintain ecological
process and functions, biological diversity, and
productivity over time.
Ecological Basis for Ecosvstem Management/1994)
(p. 17) Forest Technical Report, Washington, D.C.
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Research Methodology
A literature review which focused on the historical perspectives of
environmental education as a discipline was conducted. The review
centered on some major contributors to the environmental movement
and their efforts to create awareness about the environment.
The literature review also discussed some legislation that
regulates and monitors the development and implementation of
programs concerning environmental education, conferences which have
been convened to discuss environmental issues, and historical review of
curriculum, and a general overview of the characteristics of seven to
eleven year old children
Four major libraries were used in this study. They are:
1) Biological Science Library at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst.
2- W. Dubois, Main Library at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst.
3- Faculty of Education Library, at the University of Puerto Rico,
Río Piedras Campus.
4- Colección Puertorriqueña, Main Library, at the University of
Puerto Rico, Río Piedras Campus.
A framework for the design of a hands-on approach to explore
environmental issues was developed in Puerto Rico with an emphasis on
endangered species. The framework was based on the Environmental
Education Goal developed in the Belgrade Workshop that took place in
Yugoslavia on October 13- 22, 1975. The Belgrade Workshop as
recommendation number 96 of the United Nations Conference on
Human Environment held in Stockholm in 1972 (Blackburn, 1977).
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The recommendation stated:
the organizations of the United Nations system...and the other
international agencies concerned, should after consultation and
agreement, take the necessary steps to establish an international
program in environmental education...encompassing all levels of
education and directed towards the general public...with a view to
educating him as to simple steps he might take, within his means,
to manage and control his environment (p. 5).

The countries of Argentina, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Egypt,
France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, Sweden,
the United Kingdom, the United States and Venezuela participated in the
Workshop and collaborated on fourteen state papers, better known as
Trends in Environmental Education (1997). The countries worked
together and prepared the "Belgrade Charter-A Global Framework for
Environmental Education."
The purposes of environmental education were stated in the
workshop. They included six major areas:
Awareness- to help individuals and social groups acquire
awareness of and sensitivity to the total environment and its
associated problems;
Knowledge- to help individuals and social groups acquire basic
understanding of the total environment, its associated problems,
and humanity's critically responsible presence and role in it;
Attitude- to help individuals and social groups acquire social
values and strong feelings of concern for the environment;
Skills- to help individuals and social groups acquire skills
necessary for solving environmental problems;
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Evaluation- to help individuals and social groups evaluate
environmental measures and education programs in terms of
ecological, political, economic aesthetic, and cultural criteria; and
Responsibility-To help individuals and social groups develop a
sense of responsibility and urgency regarding environmental
problems and to ensure appropriate action to solve these problems
(Trends in Environmental Education, p. 12);

The Environmental Education Goal was created to emphasize a
philosophy which proposed that the entire world must be made aware of
and sensitive to environmental issues. The increase in awareness must
be followed by the development of an individual and collective
consciousness towards achieving a sustainable society by involving
individuals and communities in solving environmental problems.
Each one of the objectives of environmental education as described in
the Belgrade Charter will be incorporated into the curriculum framework
design and will be followed as per the prescriptions of the authors in
their work. A more elaborate description of the Belgrade Workshop is
presented in Chapter II.
A literature review was conducted in Puerto Rico to determine the
actual status of the endangered species including resources from several
agencies presented next.
1- Departamento de Recursos Naturales (DRN), Oficina de Educación y
Publicaciones (Natural Resources Department Education and
Publication Office). The information used includes educational
hands-out, readings and general information regarding the natural
resources of the island and information regarding the flora and fauna
as well.
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2- National Caribbean Forest educational materials.
3- Departamento de Agricultura de Puerto Rico ( Puerto Rican
Agricultural Department) educational, and historical information
regarding the island of Puerto Rico.
4- Local newspapers: The San Juan-Star (published in English) and
El Nuevo Día (published in Spanish).
Participant observation was selected as a method to be used when
the units were initially developed and a pilot project was conducted. The
purpose of this work was to create a framework for the design of a
hands-on approach to explore environmental issues in Puerto Rico with
emphasis on endangered species. In order to conduct the pilot project
the following steps were necessary:
1) decide which ages to work with;
2) select the species;
3) decide the activity to present; and
4) establish the setting including time and place.
Once these elements were selected, this author prepared the
materials necessary to conduct the pilot project. The pilot was divided
into two major activities. The first activity presented general
information regarding the natural resources of the island of Puerto Rico,
and the second activity explained and discussed the following four
endangered species from Puerto Rico:
Scientific Name

Common Name

Eleutherodactylus iasperi

Golden Coqui

Falco peregrinus timdrius

Arctic Peregrine Falcon

Chelonia mydas

Green Sea Turtle

' >

Cvclura steinegeri

Mona Ground Iguana
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I conducted the pilot study with five (5) students between the ages
of 7-13. They are a very special group of students. They can be
described as a tender, sweet, enjoyable, pleasant and curious. On the
basis of my experience I decided to work with students whose first
language is Spanish.
The field procedure for the pilot project can be better described as
informal, non-threatening, friendly and enjoyable. I started by
introducing myself and explaining the purpose of each activity. I shared
with them the fact that I am also a student like them. Some of them
were surprised. In this activity I presented photos and maps from Puerto
Rico.
The activities included in the pilot project were:
1) Arctic Peregrine Falcon

General Information
Acronym
Color

2) Golden Coqui

General Information
Color the figure
Complete the figure
Poem: Nana del Coqui

3) Green Sea Turtle

General Information
Labyrinth
Song: Peje Blanco

4) Mona Ground Iguana

General Information
Poem: Iguana de Mona

The pilot study helped in the overall design of the curriculum.
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Organization of the Study
This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter I has included
an introduction, background and statement of the problem, significance
and purpose of the study, delimitation of the study, definition of terms,
and the methodology followed in the study. Chapter II provides a
review of relevant literature that summarizes significant research on the
topic under investigation including an historical background and indepth study of published research. Chapter III describes the theoretical
foundation of the curriculum designed as a product of this action
research. Chapter IV presents the actual hands-on curriculum in Spanish
developed in the study. Chapter V details the conclusions arrived at by
the study and suggests recommendations for further research and
recommendations for decision makers at various governmental levels
and power positions.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Environmental Education As a Discipline
This review of literature addresses the definitions of
environmental education, the historical perspectives of this discipline,
some major contributors to the movement and their efforts to create
environmental awareness. In this review, we will discuss Earth Day,
some of the acts and legislation that have been passed to regulate and
monitor the development of programs concerning environmental
education, conferences which have been convened to discuss
environmental issues, and an historical review of curriculum. Also there
will be a general discussion of the topic of the characteristics of seven to
eleven years old children.
This chapter also identifies, defines and examines significant
elements of historical importance that led to the emergence of
environmental education as a discipline. The emphasis of this
investigation will be on specific moments that helped shape and
empower the movement originally known as Nature Study. It is not my
intention to recreate an historical analysis of the movements associated
with environmental education, but rather to identify significant issues
that were responsible for giving emphasis and giving rise to an era in
which appropriate interaction with nature was radically changed. This
section includes historical moments, thoughts, ideas, and philosophies
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from people who dedicated themselves, in one way or another, to inspire
the idea of a responsible interrelationship with the environment.
The history of environmental education has been marked by
educators, scientists, philosophers, politicians and writers. They defined
and emphasized the place of human beings, and defined their role, in the
environment. This work recognizes that a substantial role in the creation
of environmental education was played by Liberty H. Bailey, Anna
Comstock, Rachel Carson and René Dubos, and their ideas and
contributions.
It is not our intention to present an exhaustive bibliography of
their publications, but in the course of the information-collecting
process, we will recognize their contributions to the creation of a new
way of seeing, respecting and living in harmony with nature. The ideas
and thoughts of each one of them created a wide variety of initiatives
that helped in the germination of environmental education which
involves the establishment of a new way of connecting with nature.
Also important is the role that research conferences have played in
turning environmental education into a field of study. Such research has
increased international, national, and local awareness, and helped in the
establishment of an educational approach. Part of the development of
environmental education has been the creation of conferences like the
Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment in Sweden and
Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education in Tbilisi.
Environmental education as a discipline also has been driven by
the implementation and enactment of several United States Government
legislation such as the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1970, and the National Environmental Education Act (NEEA) of 1990.
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These Acts have played an enormous role in the development and
implementation of environmental education because they encourage
attention at the school level.
Examining these historical moments in environmental education
fosters a deeper understanding of how environmental education has been
and still is a progressive and ongoing educational field that emphasizes
the role of education and its effects. The reader should understand the
fact that the thoughts and ideas of environmental education represent a
deep commitment to improving the quality of life. The task at hand is to
educate and identify, attack and root out negative attitudes which people
may have that can adversely affect the environment. This will be done
by placing us in history which can help us understand, learn and analyze
the important contributions environmental education has made in the
improvement of nature.
We are committed to inform, educate, and heighten interest in a
movement that started with the most priceless living creature of our
world: the child. It is our purpose to offer information that contributed
to the development of environmental education as a discipline. Also to
investigate this discipline in a dimension that will help others develop a
sense of responsibility and urgency regarding environmental issues and
to ensure appropriate and effective solutions to problems.

Historical Perspectives
The field of environmental education has its roots in the major
field of Nature Study, a set of ideas expressed by very important
educators. Two outstanding and remarkable precursors of this new
discipline were Anna Comstock and Liberty H. Bailey from New York.
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Anna Comstock, a naturalist, is considered a leader in Nature
Study. Her dedication and commitment to teaching others about nature
through lectures and through the use of drawings of insects and plants
captured the attention of her many students, colleagues, teachers,
researchers and other practitioners. In her book Handbook of Nature
Study (1911), Mrs. Comstock defined Nature Study as:
...despite all discussions and perversions, a study of Nature; it
consists of simple, truthful observations that may, like beads on a
string, finally be threaded upon the understanding and thus held
together as a logical and harmonious whole (p. 3).

This book is translated into eight languages and has more than 24
editions. The book addresses an educational way of studying nature
including animals, plants, earth, sky and poetry. Her work represents an
invaluable contribution to the field of Nature Study. It represents a
compilation of seven years of study, and includes the lessons she taught
as an instructor of Nature Study. It was her purpose to share her
knowledge with teachers as a way of helping them gain a better
understanding of Nature Study.
The Nature Study (1913) by Liberty H. Bailey (Weilbacher,
1993), was important in the development of a new idea that emphasized
connecting children with nature. This concept of linking people and
nature synthesizes all that encompasses Nature Study. Mike
Weilbacher, an environmental educator explained in his article "The
Renaissance of the Naturalist" that the beginnings of environmental
education came through the actions of Liberty H. Bailey. According to
Weilbacher, Liberty H. Bailey was a naturalist considered the father of
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environmental education as a result of his work (Weilbacher, 1993).
The idea that Liberty H. Bailey was the creator of environmental
education is also supported by Thomas Rilo, a professor in the Outdoor
Education Department at Indiana University (1980). Rilo explained that
the term "environmental education" was first used by Liberty Hyde
Bailey in 1903. He emphasized Bailey's opinion that the usage of the
term environmental education "would not catch on." The book Liberty
Hyde Bailey, A Story of American Plant Sciences (1949) by Andrew
Rodgers, presented Bailey’s definition of Nature Study:
It is seeing the things which one looks at, and the drawing of
proper conclusions from what ones see. It simply trains the eye
and the mind to see and to comprehend the common things of life;
and the result is not directly the acquirement of science but the
establishment of a living sympathy with everything that is (p. 8).
Anna Comstock and Liberty Hyde Bailey worked together on the
Committee for the Promotion of Agriculture which was sponsored by a
philanthropist group from New York. This committee was searching for
solutions to farmers' problems. The book Liberty Hyde Bailey. A Story
of American Plant Sciences described Bailey's view of the problems
being confronted in the schools. At the time, there was an agricultural
depression that was pushing people to migrate from the farms to the
cities. It was also a time of poor farming and agricultural methods.
Bailey perceived this situation as a problem and wanted to resolve it:
The primary education...is unsatisfactory...No one can attend the
farmers' meetings long without becoming deeply convinced of this
fact and gaining new hope for the safety of this country. The
farmers want education, but they want a kind which shall be
adapted to their needs and means (p. 9).
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Anna Comstock and Liberty Hyde Bailey addressed the farmers'
problems by giving lectures and visiting rural schools and training
teachers. They went to Westchester County Schools in New York to
instruct teachers on improving nature lessons. The lessons provided
explanations of harvesting, use of insecticides, and germination of seeds.
The purpose was to improve the quality of teaching in the areas of
harvesting and nature in general. This was the beginning of Nature
Study, a movement emphasizing harvesting, agriculture and changing
recreational areas by using gardening and horticulture.
The most important aspect of this new movement was the
particular interest that Bailey and Comstock had of placing children in
contact with nature. By using Nature Study at schools, they could help
children do something positive for the environment and, at the same
time, children could pass the information on to their parents. Their idea
was a simple one: to place children in contact with the environment
through Nature Study. After the work in the schools of Westchester
County was completed, the program received a large demand from the
farmers in many other parts of the state. The farmers felt a need to bring
to their area the advantages that they felt they would receive from this
kind of instruction. Appointments were made in Western New York and
other areas, where farmers came together for a day and received lectures.
When speaking of disposition and commitment to children and the
environment, we give credence to Bailey and Comstock. They desired
to bring forth a new way of approaching nature. Their ideas provided
the opportunity to learn the educational and environmental principles of
nature, and expressed ecological standpoints in educational terms.
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Several Contributors to the Movement of
Environmental Education
The fact that in 1900 most of the land across the nation was sold
to supply the demands of consumerism created a devastating situation
for the environment. The Western societies paved the way for the use
and exploitation of natural resources. As resulting toxins were thrown
into the environment, the quality of air, land, and water was greatly
affected. This period of time is referred to as the Industrial Revolution.
It was a period of time during which hand tools were replaced by
machinery; it was a time for "progress." This period, that was well
received by the consumer-based society, represented a time of depletion
for nature. It was during this time that the environmental impact was not
taken into consideration because people were busy enjoying the
"progress" that was taking place. As time passed, nature suffered from
environmental issues related to poison in the environment known as the
3 P's: pesticides, pollution, and populations. Due to an infinite number
of environmental issues and problems related to the devastation of the
environment, an environmental vision was developed to shift the focus
to a safekeeping philosophy.
Rachel Carson, a marine biologist, provoked an awakening
process by exposing issues of decreasing water and air quality due to
such pollutants as pesticides and chemical hazards. In the summer of
1962, Carson published Silent Spring, an ecological book in which she
wrote about the abuse and damage that we perpetuate by the constant
use of pesticides and herbicides for controlling insects. This book
carried a moral message which was directed at the people responsible for
creating toxins and poisons and releasing them into the environment.

The purpose of this book is to push human beings to become
conscious of how a consumption society can be destructive to the
environment. It was also meant to show society that pesticides not only
affect the air, land and water, but can also affect human health as well.
The message of Silent Spring was to advocate on behalf of all human
beings, and the innocent and defenseless creatures who scream "Save
Us." Rachel Carson, (Brooks, 1972) in a letter to a close friend,
expresses her desire to do something that could help nature:
I have felt bound by a solemn obligation to do what we could-if
we didn't at least try we could never again be happy in Nature.
But now we can believe we have at least helped a little. It would
be unrealistic to believe one book could bring a complete change
(p. 48).
The message of Silent Spring should be perceived as an opportunity for
the reader to think about progress not only in terms of benefits, but also
in terms of the dangers it can create. In her research, Rachel Carson
explains how agriculture and the environment are effected by pesticide
development. The scientific information in her book provides an
opportunity to become informed about chemical contamination in the
environment and the dangerous effects they cause in water, soil, animals
and ourselves. Chemical companies did not agree with the information
that Carson presented. They held that the information was inaccurate.
In fact, it represents a clash between chemical companies and a
concerned society which considered her book an efficient contribution to
public awareness regarding the possible dangers of pesticide use.
Silent Spring represents, in our opinion, a giant step in the area of
environmental education because it is built around understanding,
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reflection, and analysis of the social patterns which govern everyday
living. In her book, Rachel Carson discussed the environmental changes
caused by pesticides and other hazardous chemicals in the United States.
Her work was built around the effort to educate the public about the
status of the environment. Rachel Carson transmitted knowledge, and
created an awareness of the deteriorating state of the environment.
Carson encouraged the public to learn about environmental problems
through her work. Silent Spring was an effective tool for reexamining
the concept of teaching about the environment because it helped to
change attitudes and behavior patterns, and enabled citizens and
industries to understand their responsibility towards the environment. If
environmental education is committed to discussing environmental
issues, then Rachel Carson is one of the leading figures in making this
possible.
The evolution of environmental education has also been shaped
by Dr. René Dubos. A world-renowned scientist, humanist, and
professor emeritus at Rockerfeller University, Dubos is considered an
important figure in the movement, as clearly described by Charles T.
Rubin in his book The Green Crusade: Rethinking the Roots of
Environmentalism (1994). Rubin describes René Dubos as one of the
most important persons in the diffusion of contemporary environmental
issues by promulgating the idea of a local perspective rather than the
idea of global perspective when trying to save the environment.
According to Rubin, Dubos stated, "Think globally, act locally" (p. 56).
Dubos' perception of International Conferences led him to see and
analyze them as a way to address global issues. They did not however,
seem to offer clear and definite solutions to environmental problems.
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For that reason Dubos proposed new ways to deal with environmental
issues. Dubos, in conjunction with Barbara Ward, a political economist,
wrote Only One Earth, in 1968. This book presents a primary focus on
environmental interrelationships; the problems related to high
technology, including pollution, pesticides, water pollution, and the use
and abuse of the environment. The message is simple: we must care and
respect the environment because we, human kind, are the authors of all
these problems. We must treat nature with respect; we must be
responsible for our actions in order to preserve the earth for the present,
and more importantly, for future generations. The ideas and ecological
views of this book were used as an essential part of the United Nations
on the Human Environment in Stockholm Conference in 1972. Dubos'
and Ward’s ideas focused on the way we interact with, and use nature.
For them, urbanization, pollution, and health issues are environmental
consequences that we must not tolerate because of their negative effects
on nature. In LIFE (1970), René Dubos expressed his ideals to help
others view themselves as a part of nature. He desired that all human
beings understand that they are part of nature and that they must care for
it. He saw nature as something to live with in harmony and equilibrium,
something to respect and safeguard for present, and future generations.

Environmental Education and the Law
Earth Day
On April 22,1970, the United States celebrated the first Earth
Day. The term Earth Day was coined by members of the National Teach
In, a student organization whose stated mission and goals emphasized
how to deal with environmental issues and raise awareness.
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Earth Day was conceived as a way of bringing about the social change
needed in order to deal with environmental issues. It was a desire to
show the issues of environmental protection from a political standpoint,
and to institutionalize an annual celebration of the earth. The Teach-In
student organization was organized by Gaylord Nelson, a senator from
Wisconsin, who is considered the father of Earth Day. Gaylord Nelson
established Earth Day as a mechanism "to mobilize the constructive
energies of American youth in a massive effort" (Gilbert, 1990). Nelson
suggested nurturing this conservation effort through a comprehensive
nationwide environmental education program in every school throughout
the country, and encouraged states to mandate environmental education.
The idea of introducing environmental education into schools is
perhaps the most significant contribution to environmental education. In
the article "Earth Day Plus 20" in Smithsonian. Bill Gilbert cited
Gaylord Nelson explaining why the implementation of this celebration
was based on political and educational ideas. The idea of celebrating
Earth Day was to advocate for an environmental movement, a way to
show politicians that the environmental movement was alive and was
meant to create awareness, not only at the public level, but most
importantly, at the political level (Gilbert, 1990, p. 52).
Acts
On January 1,1970, the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) was signed into effect by President Nixon. The purpose of this
Act was to create awareness of the use of the environment, and to create
an educational program to uplift the quality of the environment. This
Act also encouraged the creation of a balance between us and nature.
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This Act also recognizes earth as a safe place to live and the necessity to
become more aware of the environmental situation. NEPA expresses the
profound impact that human beings have on nature. This codependent
relationship between human beings and nature is greatly effected by
problems such as population growth, industrialization, and the use and
abuse of natural resources. The Act was designed as a framework to
deal with those problems and to create a sustainable environment in
which both human beings and nature can live in harmony and
equilibrium. It was under the NEPA that the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) was established. CEQ was established in the Executive
Office of the President and has the responsibility of helping the
President in the preparation of an annual report on the condition of the
American environment and reviewing existing programs and how they
can improve. This report also informs Congress about environmental
conditions and pushes the creation of new congressional regulation
dealing with the environment. CEQ is a bridge between agencies that
have to deal with environmental issues and the government. It was well
recognized by those agencies as they perceived the close relationship
between the CEQ and the Presidential Office as a respectful and serious
alliance (Crampton, 1992).
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was also created in
1970. The tasks of EPA are to educate society as a way to provide a
better understanding of environmental issues, to help individuals
understand their role as society members, and to create curriculum and
workshops for environmental educators and professionals. Another
function of EPA is to create a connection with the community and to
reach new ways to create a balance between nature and human beings.
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It is also the responsibility of this agency to create an alliance between
EPA and the organizations working with the environment and to serve
and enrich programs for the communities in the United States by visiting
those communities with the purpose of serving, transmitting, and sharing
knowledge (Habicht, 1991, p. 33).
On January 1970, President Nixon signed the Environmental
Educational Act (EEA). The EEA was created to address the necessity
for a better understanding between human beings and their environment.
It was a national commitment to the search for enlightened lifestyles,
having as a purpose to disclose better ways to improve the quality of the
environment. This law authorized support for the development of school
curricula related to environmental quality, model education programs,
and indoor community programs that improve the environmental quality.
Among other things, the EEA exposed a remarkable definition of
environmental education as the educational process dealing with man's
relationship with his natural and manmade surroundings including the
relation of population, pollution, resource allocation and depletion,
conservation, transportation, technology, and rural and urban planning.
Part of the responsibility of this program was to advocate for
environmental education programs at the elementary and secondary
education levels through grants to state and local educational agencies.
Another function of the act was the creation of training, workshops,
seminars, and symposiums to pre-service and in-service teachers. Also,
it was the responsibility of this act to report to Congress on the progress
of environmental education programs established at that time. This law
died in 1981. In fact, it was never fully funded or implemented by the
Former Federal Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
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It was not until 1990 that any governmental platforms demonstrated
interest in restoring or recreating it. In 1990, President Bush signed the
National Environmental Education Act (NEEA). The fundamental
purpose of this new law was to establish a commitment from schools to
teach all students and teachers about the environment. It also
emphasized the necessity to encourage students to pursue careers that
focused on the environment. The Congress of the United States, in a
document titled National Environmental Education Act Report (1990),
explores the purpose of this act:
It is a way to create and expand programs and to develop teacher
training. It is also the purpose of this Act to provide funding for
projects, seminars and meetings for teachers and others
professionals. This Act recognized national and regional awards
to acknowledge excellence in Environmental Education (p. 35).

In the document Building a Shared Vision for Environmental
Education by Lewis Crampton (1990), NEEA was defined as an
instrument to emphasize the acquisition of environmental knowledge
among children and adults in school and community settings.
The Act also sought an equitable connection between organizations,
including nonprofit institutions, educational institutions, state agencies,
the private sector, and governmental agencies, as a way to create
partnerships (Crampton, 1990). Lewis Crampton, EPA's Associate
Administrator, outlined the goals and priorities in the implementation of
the NEEA. At the conference on Building A Shared Vision for
Environmental Education, these goals and priorities were stated as the
following: the development of a clearinghouse of materials and
programs that should be available to help educators reach information on
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federal agency and nonprofit organization environmental education; and
to create a program of internships and fellowships which would employ
college students and teachers in federal environmental and natural
resource management agencies (Crampton, 1992, p. 8).
Another opinion regarding the purposes of NEEA was advanced
by Philip C. Rittersburg. He pointed out in Moving Ahead in
Environmental Education, that the motive for the implementation of this
Act was to show that improving and refining the relationship with the
environment is possible, if the political domain and the other institutions
collaborate (Rittersburg, 1980).
Certainly politics had an important role in the development of
environmental education. In the First Annual Report of CEQ, in 1970,
President Nixon urged America to reflect on the need for a new
educational plan to deal with issues of the environment. He conceived
education as having a key role in searching for solutions and felt that
adequate educational programs for the improvement of the environment
were a necessity. He believed that human beings should analyze their
actions and try to seek new solutions for the improvement of the quality
of the environment (Nixon, 1970).

Conferences
In 1972, the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment took place at Stockholm with delegates from 113 nations.
The goal of the Conference was: "to defend and improve the
environment for present and future generations." The conference had
six main topics: the solution and prevention of environmental problems,
human settlements, poverty, education, diseases, and development.
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During this conference, 26 principles of the Declaration on the Human
Environment were created. A few of these principles are: all human
beings have the right to live in a decent manner, we must concentrate
our efforts to manage the natural resources in order to create a
sustainable development, and we must use science efficiently in order to
positively improve the quality of life. The conference generated 109
recommendations concerning the environment. The United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) divided
the recommendations into five major categories: ’’environmental aspects
of natural resources management; planning and management of human
settlements for environmental improvement; identification of major
pollutants and their controls; educational, socio-cultural, and
informational aspects of environmental issues; and environment and
development” (UNESCO, 1980).
The Conference provided encouragement to environmentalists to
take further steps to avoid ocean dumping and gave way to the creation
of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 which prohibits the
import of endangered species. The most valuable contribution of the
Conference was the creation of the United Nations Environment
Program (UNEP) with the purpose of allying national and international
community efforts to deal with environmental issues. UNEP strove to
identify the problems, find solutions and be a support by offering
financial aid, necessary materials and the training of personnel in order
to enhance the skills needed to deal with certain issues.
As a result of the Conference, a series of workshops and seminars
were developed to approach and deal with environmental issues. On
October, 1975, the Belgrade Workshop took place in Yugoslavia.
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In the book, The World Environment 1972-1992 Two Decades of
Challenge the principles of the Belgrade Charter on Environmental
Education were set forth (Mostafa, 1992):
Consider the environment in its totality natural and man made,
ecological, political, economic, technological, social, legislative,
cultural and aesthetic; be a continuos life-long process, both in
school and out of school; be sensitive in order to help in the
search of solutions and prevention's for a new environmental
problems; recognize the necessity of a national and international
collaboration to solve environmental issues (p. 65).

The Bulletin of the International Bureau of Education presented
the principal aims of the Workshop as the following: to review and
discuss the trends and emerging issues in environmental education; to
formulate guidelines and recommendations for furthering environmental
education internationally; and to reexamine and discuss the direction and
emerging issues in environmental education (Loockard, 1976).
One of the most significant achievements of this Workshop was,
in my opinion, the development of international cooperation which led
to the establishment of the International Environmental Education
Program (IEEP). This program encourages the process of acquiring
information and new ideas that deal with issues in environmental
education and promotes the development and evaluation of new
instructional materials and opportunities for personnel training. One
role of the IEEP has been the development of a general awareness of the
need for environmental education. This program also works at
incorporating an environmental dimension into the educational systems
of the nations of the world.
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Connect newsletter was initiated by IEEP and is printed in five
languages: Arab, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish. The
purpose of this magazine is to provide current information regarding
issues that relate to the environment and keep readers informed about
current events. Connect, the UNESCO-UNEP Environmental Education
newsletter of March (1977) contained a statement of the objectives of
the IEEP:
to promote the exchange of ideas, information and experiences
relating to environmental education; to encourage the
development of research activities in order to have a better
understanding of the purpose of environmental education; to
create training and retraining of teachers...to aid Members States
for the development of environmental education programs (p. 3).

This issue of Connect, also revealed the activities of the IEEP
which included the development of research, experimentation and
innovations in the field of environmental education, primarily through a
world-wide program of pilot projects and through a global network
system of information concerning environmental education.
UNESCO and UNEP organized the Tbilisi Intergovernmental
Conference on Environmental Education on October 1977. The purpose
of this conference was conveyed in the invitation: "the formulation and
recommendations for action which might be undertaken at the national,
regional, and international levels for the promotion and development of
environmental education" (Tbilisi Conference on Environmental
Education, 1977). It had 340 delegates from Africa, Arab States, Asia
and Oceania, Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean. The
Conference was delivered in the five official languages of UNESCO.
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The agenda of the conference was to focus on relevant
environmental issues at national and international levels. It also focused
on the establishment of the term environmental education, to be the used
in formal and informal education.
The participants of the Tbilisi Conference agreed upon the need
for developing awareness and the importance of unity between nations.
Some of the main purposes of this conference were to find mechanisms
to incorporate environmental education into all curricula; to raise
concerns about environmental issues; to increase research on the topic;
and to expand regional and international cooperation on environmental
education in general.
The conference also stressed the quality of life and the importance
of community involvement. Barry in the article The Tbilisi Declaration
(1977), described the major topics addressed in the conference as: major
environmental problems in contemporary society; the role of education
in facing the challenges of environmental problems; current efforts at the
national and international levels for the development of environmental
education; strategies for developing environmental education at the
national level; and regional and international cooperation needed for the
development of environmental education.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of this conference was the
adoption of 41 recommendations which defined the role, objectives, and
guiding principles of environmental education. The recommendations
were divided into three categories. The first category focused on the
role of environmental education, the second category focused on
the development of national environmental education programs and
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the third category focused in the incorporation of International and
Regional Cooperation to deal with environmental issues
(UNESCO, 1980).

Definition of Environmental Education
One of the most crucial challenges facing modern society is the
environmental crisis. Each of us has the opportunity to experience this
crisis personally. For that reason, the target population dealing with
environmental issues has to encompass all society. Environmental
education must bring the opportunity to deal with practical experiences
and encourage positive attitudes, self confidence, and motivation. It
must also help students develop awareness, analyze the problem and
identify its roots, and to begin to develop strategies to correct the present
problem and prevent future ones.
Conferences, legislation, and workshops have provided the
foundation for the development of a definition for environmental
education. In the following pages, various definitions which have
helped us frame our understanding of the different perceptions which
exist regarding this field of study will be presented.
These definitions were chosen because together, they provide a
comprehensive framework for the study of the essential components of
the field of environmental education. Some of the definitions address
our role as human beings in the environment;, others address the skills
necessary to create a sustainable environment; others present the
relationship between human beings and nature. Some of the chosen
definitions are more comprehensive than others in that they may address
one or more areas of interest.
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These definitions bring together values, knowledge and attitudes
that shape and contribute significantly to the field of environmental
education. It should be noted, however, that there are many other ways
in which environmental education can be defined.
In 1970, the Environmental Education Act was signed as United
States Public Law 91-516, and defined environmental education as:
An integrated process which deals with man's interrelationship
with his natural...including the relation of population, pollution,
resources allocation and depletion...a study to promote among
citizens the awareness and understanding of the environment...
concern and responsible action necessary to assure our survival
and to improve the quality of life (Linke, 1979, p. 6).
Environmental education has been defined in terms of the
relationships between human beings and the environment. This
relationships emphasizes the necessity to be more aware, and the fact
that we are very much connected with nature. Following this frame of
mind, the Indiana State Department of Public Instruction in Indianapolis
defined environmental education as (Indiana State Department, 1973):
A recognition by man of his interdependence with his
environment and all of life and of his responsibility for developing
a culture which maintains that relationship through policies and
practices necessary to maintain an environment fit for life and fit
for living (Indiana State Department, p. 2).

Similarly, UNESCO (1983) expressed in the Glossary of
Environmental Education Terms this interdependence:
The educational process that deals with the human
interrelationships with the environment and utilizes an
interdisciplinary problem-solving approach with value
clarification (p. 69).
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In the most generic form, environmental education has been
defined by The International Environmental Education Program as:
Any deliberate attempt to help individuals to learn something...in
some setting...about the environment...the dynamics of man's
reciprocal interaction with it (UNESCO p. 8).
Joe E. Heimclich, (1992) Assistant Professor of Environmental
Education in the School of Natural Resources at Ohio State University,
defined environmental education in the article Promoting a Concern for
the Environment as:
Process of moving individuals toward stewardships human caring
for Nature; and union, human view of the relationship of people
with Nature (p. 5).
Environmental education has also been defined in terms of the
process of acquiring skills. In this process you need to engage yourself
in a learning environment in order to understand environmental issues
and to make environmentally sound choices. For example, the
Environmental Advisory Council Report (1974) defined environmental
education as :
A learning process concerned with the interrelationship within and
between the various components of the natural and human -made
world producing growth in the individuals and leading to
responsible stewardship of the Earth (p. 11).
Finally, the Student Information Booklet for Outdoor Studies
from Geneva Public Schools, conceived environmental education as:
A total look at where you live, how you live, and finally why you
live. It is an interdisciplinary synthesis of all educational
understandings and skills (Mitchinson, 1983, p. 15).
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In addition to the above definitions of environmental education, I
would like to present my own. I define environmental education as
being an every-day experience with nature, in which we must review our
actions towards the environment in order to identify and improve the
quality of our interrelationship as human beings with the environment.
Environmental education will help us learn how to improve
ecological relationships between us and nature. It is a continuous
process that helps us analyze the natural events and their effects on us in
the present and in the future. If we are not able to improve our
relationship with the environment, we are then on the road to selfdestruction. Environmental education should develop a citizenry which
is knowable about the environment and its associated problems, is aware
of how to become effectively involved in working towards the
development of a more viable future and is motivated to do so. It is
essential to recognize that the purpose of education is to help human
beings realize their potential. To understand environmental problems as
educators, we need to focus our attention on the future and force
ourselves to do some hard thinking about the outcome of our present
actions. To get into this process of thinking, environmental education
must emphasize activities at each grade level on the affective, cognitive,
skill and behavior domains. Children should be exposed to a variety of
experiences that allow them to judge the quality of their environment.
Environmental education must assist everyone in becoming more
knowledgeable concerning the total environment and its associated
problems, more skilled and better motivated to work towards their
solution. We need to become environmentally educated; we need to be
11

aware of the environmental issues and seek for solutions.
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As educators, we can transfer information to the children, on life
issues and community concerns on the environment in ways they can
easily understand and analyze in an informal setting. Out-of-school
education plays an essential part in the learning process regarding
environmental issues. Through this process it is possible to change
attitudes in children thus inspiring them with a desire to participate and
collaborate. In these environmental encounters, students as well as
members of the community can become actively involved in exploring
and critically evaluating their environment and existing environmental
problems. Through this process, the students may then begin to develop
alternatives and plans of action for solving environmental problems. As
students become actively involved in environmental problem solving,
they gain opportunities to acquire both knowledge and skills necessary
to deal with environmental problems.
We as educators, should inculcate a sense a responsibility in
regard to the management and protection of nature. Education should be
a lifelong process, available to all; it should be provided at all
educational levels, both in and out of school. It is also the key to
preventing and solving environmental problem. Environmental
improvement requires cooperative effort from all member of the
community members in general. As community members we must
understand that the earth is our only home, and we need to start
searching for common solutions.
Environmental education intends to promote awareness and
understanding of the environment, our relationship to it, and the
responsible action. It is essential to change attitudes and create
sensitivity among community members to preserve or improve the earth.
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There is a strong concern about the quality of life on earth, and the
necessity to take appropriate action. Formal and non-formal education is
one area for such action. The great majority of us, feel that the most
important tool is education in order to create a sustainable environment.
It can be designed as much for those in schools as for those who
irrespective of age, are already participating in activities contributing to
the development and improvement of the community. It is important to
outline the role of education as a crucial one.
Environmental issues should be integrated into the whole system
of formal and informal education at all levels. It should provide the
necessary knowledge, understanding, and skills to all. Also it is
important to create an awareness of the economic, political and
ecological interdependence of the modern world. Environmental
education should enhance the spirit of responsibility and solidarity
among individuals toward the earth. Also, environmental education
should help society to acquire knowledge about the environment and its
associated problems, and to become aware of how to become effectively
involved in working toward the development of a more viable future.
Our role as educators is to help students gain awareness of
environmental issues, and be facilitators in the process of seeking
solutions. Also we must encourage positive attitudes, self confidence,
and motivation to promote environmental education at home, in schools,
and in the community. The challenge is in our hands and we need to
portray ourselves as the authors of improvements in our society; we need
to reconcile with nature and search for balance. We must accept the idea
that we are part of nature. Every element in nature has the right to exist
because it has a purpose in life as we have our purpose too.
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We have been adapted to use and abuse our natural resources.
However, this process of adaptation is unlimited and if we do not put
limits on it, it can be dangerous for all of us. We must work towards the
salvation and improvement of our earth and all the elements that live and
breath and reproduce in it. Our earth has become a place to satisfy our
needs but this process has had a very high price. Some of us are
unaware of the tremendous danger caused by our abuse, and the painful
healing process that is taking place since we perceive nature as a source
to use and abuse. We have seen from our decisions how difficult it is to
protect nature from us. Environmental education is intended to promote
among citizens the awareness and understanding of the environment, our
relationship to it and the concern and responsible action necessary to
assure our survival and to improve the quality of life. This process can
take place when we as educators understand our role and our
responsibility to help others to become aware and educated
environmental issues.

Curriculum Historical Review
Curriculum has been influenced by the complexities of history
and society’s needs. During Colonialism (1647-1776), the Puritan
community in New England created schools having as the main subject
the Bible. The principal subject was religion, and the educational goal
was to read and understand the Scriptures.
Nationalism (1776-1876), viewed elementary schools as a way to
maintain society by inculcating political doctrine (Ragan, 1977). During
this time, the school textbook was created. The teaching procedures of
this period were based on memorization of facts and the incorporation of
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political ideas that were used to promote the development of a new
system of government that was based on democratic ideals.
Meanwhile, the industrial revolution (1876-1929) attracted people
from other places to travel to United States to improve their quality of
life. During this period, business, factories and industries flourished.
The period was characterized by the exploitation and abuse of natural
resources. It was also the period of reform, and the period when
vocational schools were created. During this period, curriculum theories
were developed. Then, curriculum was modified to include manual
training, civics and geography. Between 1929 (great depression) and
1945 (World War II), school systems were visualized as places that
should build a new social system. Schools were expected to create a
democratic society. The point of interest was the educational
implications for child development. There was emphasis on the teaching
of a second language and on studying problems of the world community.
The need for curriculum change was established.
In the 1960’s, curricula was greatly influenced by the launching of
the Sputnik by the Russians in 1957. This historical moment led to
substantial changes in the curricula of all the nation's public school
systems. Everyone concentrated their efforts on the develop of skills
that allowed students to become better prepared for the new
technological era ahead of them. Particular attention was paid to the
areas of science and mathematics. The need for curriculum change
focusing on the affective domain and how to learn through context were
shown. The American public became more concerned about the schools
and more aware of the importance of education. They demanded better
science programs and substantially better preparation for college.
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There was a popular outcry for redefining the purposes of
education and emphasizing research and the understanding of human
growth. Accountability was demanded from public educators.
Currently, curriculum includes subjects dealing with personal,
social and environmental issues. The functions of curriculum have been
shifted from memorization to the creation of a democratic society.
Curriculum constitutes the main strategy for the development of learning
skills, knowledge, ideas and thoughts. It has been defined by educators
and philosophers in many different perspectives and contexts.
Johnson Mauritz (1970), defines curriculum as:
Concerned not with what students will do in the learning situation,
but with what they learn as a consequence of what they do (p.25).
Alexander Frazier , in his book A Curriculum for Children (1969),
states:
Curriculum can be defined as laying out what is be learned and
setting up the conditions under or through which learning is to
take place (p.ll).

Curriculum has also been defined as the educational opportunities
that the students should be offered by the educational system.
René Ochs (1974), states that curriculum is :
To designate equally a program for a given subject matter and for
a given grade...to cover the various educational activities through
which the content is conveyed as well as material used...
(p. 16).
It can be ascertained from these definitions that curriculum is, and
contains the total learning experience.
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Curriculum development needs to be a process that considers how
students will be motivated to learn. The process needs to emphasize that
students must be empowered in learning and in the everyday issues that
a community needs to solve. It is an opportunity to learn about our
social, political, economical and natural environment. The school of
today needs to be a school of movement and one that considers those
issues that threaten the existence of a community. Our goals as
educators depend fundamentally on the combination and integration of
educational methods that respond to the changing society. It is
important to understand that curriculum development needs to be
flexible in order to fit children needs. It is for this reason that the
developer of curricula needs to recognize the importance of children's
experiences. It is also important to understand the cultural background
of children. A curriculum can provide students with experiences that
connect the acquisition of knowledge and of skills.
The importance of developing a curriculum that fills the gap
between what students are taught in the classroom and their everyday
realities in their community should be taken into consideration. The
curriculum is the means of transmitting knowledge and of empowering
students, taking into consideration values, ideas, culture, knowledge and
the needs of students and the community in general. It must involve a
team effort with common objectives. We must examine our role as
educators to meet our central mission of empowering students and
educating citizens. Curriculum should be based on students' and
schools' necessities.
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General Characteristics of Seven to Eleven Years
Old Children
As human beings, we go through many changes, physical,
emotional and social changes. The purpose of this section is to overview
the middle years of childhood development and the stages of physical,
intellectual and social development. All these stages affect our life style,
social patterns and decision-making. Therefore, it is important for
educators to offer students the opportunities to connect with their
realities, rather than offer a vast amount of knowledge without any clear
purpose. We need to offer the students tasks that will permit them to
explore the world, understand it better and develop a sense of
responsibility. This is essential since children's behavioral modes are
greatly affected by their experiences. From seven to eleven, children
are able to look at issues from the present to the future and are able to
recognize the rewards associated with their actions. They can
distinguish between what is real and what is fantasy. They understand
metaphors, comparatives and concrete operational processes. They
develop and get empathy for and from close friends and peers of the
same sex. They are able to count and understand concepts like zero, few
and several, and have the ability to understand mathematics concepts
including multiplication. Their processes of memorizing, learning and
thinking increase, as their vocabulary grows rapidly on a daily basis.
Their ability to read and write complete sentences is beginning to bloom.
They can create their own stories and poems. They also become more
dexterous in running, chasing and wrestling. They plan activities on a
more complete level. Their drawing is full of action and indication of
self- expression. This stage is characterized by out-door adventure.
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Jean Piaget, a Swiss psychologist, formulated a system of
children's thinking process for this age (Griffore, 1981). He called this
stage "the logical operations stage" characterized by concrete operations
such as the ability to understand basic instructions and follow rules. It is
at this stage that they can attend to more than one attribute
simultaneously when they are classifying objects. Piaget pointed out
that the child at this stage tends to think in terms of cause and effect
when referring to their problems. At this time the egocentric stage is left
behind. The egocentricity decreases and they can understand and
imagine ideas and thoughts other than their own. For this reason, the
process and stage of cooperation with other peers is a positive
experience for them (Ragan, 1977). This can be possible because they
now have a better capacity for communication with their friends and
classmates. The process of receiving and sending messages is more
clear and better organized. During this stage, the physical characteristic
become more defined in children. Their lungs, digestive and circulatory
system are almost completely developed. They are able to perform a
wide variety of motor skills involved in swimming, running, drawing,
writing etcetera. The most basic social behavior is observed among
children at this stage of development is the segregation between boys
and girls. Children in this age bracket like to create their own social
groups and games. They like to joke and play tricks to present
themselves socially. Girls are near or at puberty and physically mature,
yet they behave and act their age.
This stage is also marked by word selection, deep feelings and
values that are an expression of their developing personality.
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They want to feel independent from their parents. It is for this reason
that they create their own social codes and groups.
These observations regarding the middle years of childhood
development can help us to have a better understanding regarding child
development. They help us to fully understand that they should be
exposed to a variety of physical and social environments. This will
allow them to judge the quality of their immediate environment.

CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR A CURRICULUM
DESIGN ON ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN PUERTO RICO

Introduction
This chapter presents the theoretical framework for the curriculum
design which has been the focus of this research effort. It consists of
three sections and discusses the content guiding the curriculum design to
be presented in Chapter IV. The first section of the discussion presents
general information about the island of Puerto Rico. The second section
identifies specific moments in the educational history of Puerto Rico and
presents information on the Puerto Rican science curriculum. The third
section explores the development, natural resources and human
interaction on the island of Puerto Rico that in our opinion, have been
responsible for the status of the island's endangered species. Also, a
look is taken at the role Puerto Rico's local government has taken in
dealing with environmental issues and its national government's role in
dealing with endangered species.

Historical Background
The island of Puerto Rico is the smallest of the Greater Antilles
islands, which also includes Cuba, Hispaniola and Jamaica. Puerto Rico
is well known as the "eternal spring," "the shinning star," "la tierra del
encanto" and "la perla del caribe." Puerto Rico is known for its tropical
flora and fauna. The natural habitat of the Island has been described as
beautiful and has captivated the admiration of its natives.
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In 1931 Luis Muñoz Marín, the first governor elected by the
Puerto Ricans expressed it best:
to the Puerto Rican, patria is the colors of the landscape, the
change of seasons, the smell of the earth with fresh rain, the crash
of the ocean against the shore, the fruits... the valleys and the
pathways. Without these latter things patria is only a name...But
with them it is an integral whole: the homeland and the people
(P- 3).

The first inhabitants of the island were the Archaic Indians who
migrated from Florida. A second group, the Igneris Indians also
migrated from South America to Puerto Rico. A third group,
(Wagenheim, 1988), the Taino Indians who also migrated from South
America to Puerto Rico named Puerto Rico, "Boriquén" or the land of
the brave lord. The Taino society was primarily an agricultural one,
with women and children assuming responsibility for cultivating the
land. The Taino's main crops were corn, yucca and tobacco. Tainos
based their social and cultural systems on things related to their natural
resources and environment. For example, hurricanes were considered
the turbulence Juracán, their god for angry and destructive winds.
Tainos were known for creating small artifacts they named cemies.
Cemies were given a mystical role in the Taino society. They were the
parents of their minor gods. The cemies were typically made from wood
or stone. The Tainos made drums and canoes from tree trunks. These
Indians were passive people easily conquered by the Spaniards.
Christopher Columbus, in his second voyage, financed by the
Spanish monarchy, discovered the Island in 1493. He named the Island
San Juan Bautista in honor of Saint John the Baptist.
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Years later, the Island was renamed Puerto Rico, which means
rich port because of its great potential and luxuriant soil (Wagenheim,
1988). The capital city was given the island's old name, San Juan.
It took the Spaniards 15 years to organize the colonization of
Puerto Rico. Juan Ponce de León was the first governor of the Island
and was commissioned by the Spanish monarchy to initiate the
"redemption" and "salvation" of the Tainos.
The Spaniards practiced a form of slavery or forced labor called
"encomienda." In the "encomiendas," the Tainos were distributed
among the Spaniard land owners. The Tainos were extinguished by the
end of 1544. The Tainos became extinct through the process of forced
labor and the many infectious diseases that the Europeans brought to the
island. The extinction of the Tainos promoted the Spaniards to import
slaves from Africa to work in the "haciendas" (large farms). Sugar cane
was introduced from the Dominican Republic. By the 17th century the
production of sugar cane was no longer an economic activity because of
the lack of ships to transport the sugar to other parts of the world. The
luxurious soil, the gold mines and the natural resources had little more to
offer to the Spaniards since it was exploited in their totality. For four
centuries, while in contact with and under the control of the Spaniards,
the island of Puerto Rico inherited the religion, language and social
elements that form a part of the Puerto Rican culture.
The island of Puerto Rico became a territory of the United States
in 1898 as a direct result of the Spanish/American War due to a
settlement between both countries, in the Treaty of Paris in 1898 (Puerto
Rico, 1976).
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Many Puerto Ricans thought that the arrival of the United States
to the Island would bring greater political freedom and economic
prosperity. Regarding these hopes Carroll (Puerto Rico, 1976) wrote:
They expected under American sovereignty that the wrongs of
centuries will be righted; that they will have a honest and efficient
government, the largest measure of liberty as citizens of the great
Republic under the Constitution (p. 7).

Educational History Review
The first two years of the occupation of Puerto Rico by the
United States constituted a military regime. General Nelson Miles
(Puerto Rico, 1976) stated the ideas and goals to be achieved through the
occupation of Puerto Rico:
...in the cause of freedom, justice and humanity, its military forces
have come to occupy the island of Puerto Rico...the first effects of
this occupation will be the immediate break of your past political
relations (p. 21).
Miles perceived this invasion as a friendly one and accepted by
the islanders when he stated:
We hope, a warm acceptance of the government of the United
States...We have not come to make war upon a people that for
centuries has been oppressed but on the contrary to bring you
protection...This is not a war of devastation, rather one that seeks
to give to all those under control of army and naval forces the
advantages and blessings of an enlightened civilization (p. 20).

The American military regime was characterized by desolation
and discomfort for Puerto Ricans. For the new government, it was
difficult to deal with a culture and language that they did not understand.
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They described Puerto Ricans as a strange people who did not know
what the island needed. To this effect Senator Foraker stated (Puerto
Rico. 1976):
The Puerto Ricans have had no experience that would qualify
them...for the great task of organizing a government, with all the
important bureaus and departments needed by the people of
Puerto Rico (p. 44).
The Foraker Act, signed on April 12, 1900, began a civil
government ending two years of military rule. All through this time the
islanders felt discomfort. Kal Wagenheim and Olga Jiménez in their
book The Puerto Ricans (1973) stated:
The early years of the US. occupation were years of harsh
adjustment. Change burrowed its way into every corner, even
causing the island’s name to be anglicized to Porto Rico
(p. 105).

The history of the education on the island of Puerto Rico is a rich
one, characterized by the confluence of different views, thoughts and
ideas. In light of this work, this author points out general developments
of the educational system of Puerto Rico. Several authors ideas on the
topic are presented next. The educational system reflects the ideas and
thoughts of any society. Enrique A. Laguerre, (1954) Director of the
Department of Hispanic Studies at the University of Puerto Rico stated:
I have been asked, here and in the exterior: What is, in your
opinion the greatest preoccupation of the average Puerto Rican?
And I without hesitating, always respond: education... is a system,
as a vehicle of progress, of social improvement (p. 209).
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Earl Parker in his book Puerto Rico: Ally for Progress (1962)
said:
A people culture, its ways of living its aspirations, are reflected in
its educational system (p. 38).

Osvaldo R. Pacheco (1962) stated:
If any contribution is to be expected from the school... educational
opportunities will have to be greatly expanded. No one denies
that through the incorporation into the curriculum of those aspects
of social living such as family life...cooperative relationships
between individuals in the social group, vocational and
prevocational skills it can be an effective force in bettering life
(p. 297).
Luis Muñoz Marín (1948) first elected governor of Puerto Rico
pointed out:
Education is transfer of knowledge and responsibility from one
generation to another...is to meet market demands and to shape
the mores of a society with greater self-fulfillment (p.55).
After the United States invasion, the educational system of the
island of Puerto Rico was drastically changed. For example, Spanish
was replaced by English as the means of instruction. Books were also
written in English which did not represent the Puerto Rican reality.
Regarding the policies to enforce in Puerto Rico, Victor S. Clark (Puerto
Rico, 1976) President of the Puerto Rico Board of Education stated:
If the schools are made American...the island will become in its
sympathies...towards government essentially American...Puerto
Ricans are as yet passive...Their ideals are in our hands to create
and mold...it is our solemn duty to consider carefully and
thoughtfully today the character we wish to give the finished
product of our influence and effort (p. 180).
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Kal Wagenheim and Olga Jiménez (1988) described the impact of
the American policies in their book The Puerto Ricans as follows:
The greatest strain was caused by the cultural impact as a
powerful English-speaking nation sought to mold a small Spanish¬
speaking colony...This was often a cruel...The island's for
centuries, dealt with Spanish colonial...sharing the same language
...Now-in their own homeland-they were forced to communicate
in English with foreigners who held the reigns of government
(p. 308).

During the period from 1900-1957, Puerto Rico had ten
Commissioners of Education. José Padin was the first Commissioner of
Education concerned about the Americanization of Puerto Ricans. He
exposed two crucial problems that Puerto Ricans faced at the time: the
instruction of both languages, and the possibility of living in two
different cultures. He truly believed in the necessity of change in the
educational system in order to deal with the social issues that Puerto
Rican's experienced and their need to be guided in their search for
cultural identity.
The first Educational Reform of Puerto Rico took place in 1942.
The main purpose of the reform was to formulate a philosophy for the
educational system. According to Osvaldo Pacheco in his book Land of
Hope in Schools (1976), the general principles advanced by the Reform
were:
the schools is a social agency and is responsible for the realization
of those duties...education should not be the privilege of a
group...is the patrimony of all; the cultural environment of the
Puerto Rican child must be the point of departure for all teaching;
this should be kept in mind at the time...Puerto Rico should have a
voice in the organization and functioning of their educational
system (p. 65).
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In 1950, the Institute of Field Studies of Teachers at Columbia
University, conducted a study of the educational system in Puerto Rico
(Martinez, 1991). In that study, they found that there was a need for
improving health, encouraging creative and aesthetic living, educating
for economic efficiency, developing social effectiveness, and problem
solving skills.
In 1952, Puerto Rico acquired a new type of government when it
became a Commonwealth of the United States. The Commissioner of
Education was substituted by a Secretary of Education. Education was
included in the Bill of Rights (section 5), and it became a right not a
privilege. Accordingly,
There will be a free, non-sectarian system of public education for
the elementary grades and for the secondary grades. The major
objective of education will be the complete development of the
human personality and the strengthening of the respect for men's
rights and fundamental freedom (Translated by Martinez, 1991, p.
4).
As the decade passed, and eleven Secretaries of Education tried
their platforms and ideas, no concrete solutions were found for the
many problems of the educational system. The problems of the
educational system on the island of Puerto Rico were exposed by Pedro
J. Rivera, in his book La Educación en Puerto Rico: Diagnóstico v
Sugerencias Para la Acción (1990). Rivera attributed most problems to
"la contaminación político-partidista" (the political-partisan pollution).
The problems of the constant transition of secretaries created an
inconsistent educational process. On some occasions, projects were
never completed because of changes in political parties. Secretaries did
not have enough continuity in order to achieve their educational goals.
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Angel Quintero Alfaro, Education Secretary from 1964 to 1969,
strongly believed in the need for creating a curriculum responsive to the
needs and realities of Puerto Rico. Quintero Alfaro conducted a study
regarding the educational system of Puerto Rico. He summarized his
major findings as:
...there had been several studies regarding the educational system
...they did not have common goals; the educational ideas were
archaic and did not represent the needs at that moment; the
coordination between the different levels and programs was not
adequate; the necessity to learn instead of memorization (p. 135).
Law 17 established a Commission on Education in Puerto Rico
1974 with the purpose of studying the educational system of the island
(Martinez, 1991). It set out to "complete a comprehensive study of the
public system, to outline an educational philosophy that would provide
the conceptual framework for the work of Commission, to evaluate
previous studies on the school system, and to provide recommendations
on the completion of a legislative reform process." The resulting study
was finalized three years later. The final report (1977) stated their major
findings as:
...lack of a philosophy of education...lack of mechanisms of
systematic planning and evaluation...lack of coordination between
the public and the private system of schooling (pp. 136,137).

From 1985 to 1990, the Educational System of Puerto Rico went
through an educational reform which eventually resulted in the "Lev
Orgánica de Educación del Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico."
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This law included the views and interests of diverse groups including
parents and teachers working together with local community members in
order to become active members of the educational system. The Reform
represented an effort to make the educational system appropriate and
responsive to the needs of the changing society at the time. In this
educational reform, the Secretary of Education remained in charge of
establishing the basic curriculum incorporating people's needs in the
process of creating materials for educational purposes (Martinez, 1991).
Science In The Puerto Rican Curriculum
During the four centuries of Spanish colonization, the teaching of
science was not considered an important endeavor. After the invasion of
the United States in the island of Puerto Rico, the science curriculum
went through many different changes. In 1934, Social Science was
introduced as a separate subject matter. This new area included: history,
geography, sociology, science and the economy. In 1959, Science was
introduced into the curriculum as a separate subject matter. The topics
included were air, water, weather and time, rocks, matter, energy and
health. In the 1960's, Science was perceived as an important area to
study and to teach because of the Sputnik launched by the Russians in
1957. This historical moment led to changes in the science curriculum
which enabled students to develop skills and be prepared for the new
technology era. It was during that time that laboratories were introduced
into in biology classes at the high school level. In 1974, the science
curriculum was changed one more time. It integrated the following
concepts: space, time, energy and matter, at the elementary school level.
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In 1976, the science program was reorganized again. The areas of Earth
Science and Environmental Science were included for the first time.
However, this addition was made only at the secondary level.
The current science curriculum in Puerto Rico consists of the
following four areas of study:
I. General Concepts: (diversity, change, interaction, organization
limitation and continuity)
II. Biological Sciences
III. Physical Sciences
IV. Earth and Space Sciences
The stated objectives of the Puerto Rican science curriculum are
the following: that the students develop the concepts, principles, and
generalizations that lead them to understand their physical world; that
the students develop the process of the scientific activity and
demonstrate that they comprehend the elements of the scientific cycle;
that the students will be able to understand that science can be connected
with others areas; that the students develop positive attitudes toward
science and the scientific investigation; and that the students understand
that mathematics have been helpful in science (Translated by this author
from "Guía Curricular del Programa de Ciencia," 1986).
The need to improve the educational system with special
emphasis in the science curriculum ,has been stated by Nicolas TorresHernández in his dissertation: The Perceptions of Junior High Science
Teachers Concerning the Prescribed Curriculum in Puerto Rican Public
Schools. (1980). The majority of the respondents perceived the
techniques recommended in the science curriculum as inadequate.
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Torres-Hernández conclude that the science curriculum objectives were
"achieved in part or not at all" (p. 78). More importantly, 50% of the
teachers felt that they were prepared to teach other courses due to their
own efforts and not by the requirements of the Department of Education.
The teachers agreed on the need for adding new courses such as ecology
and botany. The results of Hernández study showed that almost 95% of
teachers interviewed perceived the goals and objectives of the science
curriculum differently from those stated in the Science Curricular Guide
provided by the Department of Education.
Nancy Gómez, in her study Conocimientos Sobre Asuntos
Ambientales de los Maestros de Ciencia le Bavamón (1992), examined
the knowledge that science teachers had regarding the general science
concepts of occupational health, toxicology, ecology, land pollution,
and toxicology. Gómez found that teachers were most familiar with soil
contamination, and not so much so with other environmental areas. She
stressed the need for more instruction regarding environmental issues
among science teachers on the island of Puerto Rico.
In 1994, Elba I. Meléndez Ortiz conducted a study called: Estudio
Sobre el Conocimiento y Actitudes de los Cuidadanos de Vega Alta
Sobre Recursos Ambientales. Her sample included 160 subjects who
lived for more than twenty years near sewage plants. Even though they
knew that they had been effected by the sewage, they did not have the
necessary skills to identify environmental problems and thus were not
able to take any action in order to deal effectively with those problems;
they could not protect themselves from the damage brought about by
these types of problems.

The Environment and Puerto Rico
In the 1940's, the United States introduced industrialization as a
way to create prosperity in Puerto Rico. They called their strategy
"Operation Bootstrap," an economical movement used to recruit trained
personnel from the island. "Operation Bootstrap" was a strategy to
induce a major economic and social upheaval on the island. Until this
time, the economic foundation of Puerto Rico was agriculturally driven.
Under this movement, the emphasis in education was to give students
the necessary skills to become employed by American industries.
Education was viewed as a mechanism to address the economic
necessity created by the government. This new economic policy
provoked a great exodus of people who left the rural areas of Puerto
Rico for the cities and other parts of the United States in search of work
and better opportunities. The metropolitan cities in the island of Puerto
Rico experienced a tremendous growth. This internal migration created
new problems. Cities suffered housing shortages. Transportation
problems emerged and pollution was rampant. The resulting
construction of housing projects, shopping malls, and factories had a
negative effect on the island's ecological system. This new economic
development was characterized first by the incorporation of light
manufacturing including cement, glass and box-board paper
manufacturing. Later pharmaceuticals, oil refineries and electronic and
manufacturing businesses were introduced. This development would
have a detrimental effect on the island of Puerto Rico's environment.
Today, a major concern of Puerto Rican environmentalists is the
rapid rate of destruction which is occurring in the natural habitat of
Puerto Rico and the chaotic state of the island's ecological system.
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The rate of habitat destruction is alarming, and the volume of pollution
is a major threat to the health of the island's inhabitants.
In 1975 Victor Sánchez, Tomas Morales-Cardona and Pier Luigi
Caldari (Puerto Rico. 1976) in a study called The Struggle for Puerto
Rico, pointed out the impact of this rapid movement in the island:
...industries have not contributed to the island's economic growth
as expected...demand large amounts of land and water and
produce enormous amounts of wastes that are disposed of in the
atmosphere, in underground and surface waters, and on fragile
tropical coastlines (p. 55).
Puerto Rico, as a tropical island, can offer as many natural
wonders as we want. It is a delightful place to visit and to live because
of the dichotomy of the people and their natural resources. One of the
most wonderful places on Puerto Rico is "El Yunque'*, a natural forest
also known as the Caribbean National Forest (Fundación Puertorriqueña
de Conservación, 1996). "El Yunque" (anvil) is located in the north-east
of Puerto Rico. It is considered one of the most diverse of all the world's
tropical rain forests. It is approximately 27,000 acres. "El Yunque" has
approximately 225 trees species, 650 types of orchids, 150 of ferns, 68
types of birds, 11 of which are unique to Puerto Rico. In 1994, Ariel
Lugo from the Institute of Tropical Forestry, US.D.A. in his article
Preservation of Primary Forests in the Luquillo Mountains. Puerto Rico
discussed the main reasons to preserve it. Ariel Lugo stressed the
importance and significance of "El Yunque" for Puerto Rico, others
Caribbean islands and to the United States. It is important to understand
the importance of forests in general since they are considered the most
diverse places regarding the numbers of species, plants, and animals.
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Another wonderful natural resource of Puerto Rico is its beaches.
Axel R. Llunch, in his article Las Playas (1984), discusses the
importance of beaches:
A wonderful place for recreational activities; represents a tourism
attraction and economic profit for the economical development of
the Island; useful for scientific investigations; protect the shore;
habitat for birds, fish, mammals and animals in general; critical
habitat for endangered species (p. 3).

The Coastal Zone of Puerto Rico is a very important
environmental area (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico,
1995). It is characterized by a variety of habitats, fauna and flora. We
can find 50% of all the birds of Puerto Rico in this area. In order to
protect and conserve this area, the Natural Resources Department has
created natural reserves and laws. Law # 70, article #5 considers illegal
the transporting, taking or disturbing any animals that are considered
threatened or endangered. This law also prohibits the destruction of
birds nests.
The island of Puerto Rico has seven Coastal Zones. The North
Coastal Zone embraces 94,500 acres and includes the towns of Arecibo
to Carolina. The capital of Puerto Rico, San Juan is located in this area.
Also found in this area is the "Rio La Plata," the longest river of Puerto
Rico. The North East Coast embraces 94,000 acres and is home to the
biggest mangrove and lagoons of salt water. Also found here are
varieties of coral reefs. The North West Coast embraces 66,000 acres
and includes the towns of Aguada to Arecibo. Here mountains and great
deposits of dunes can be found. The South Coast embraces 143,000
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acres and includes the towns of Patillas to Peñuelas. It is characterized
by the construction of dams. The South East Coast embraces 114,000
acres and includes the towns of Ceiba to Patillas. It has mangroves,
beaches, and arid sectors. The South West Coast embraces 113,000
acres and includes the towns of Peñuelas to Cabo Rojo. It is
characterized by a low rainy season, mangroves, beaches, arid sectors
and dry forests. The West Coast embraces 73,000 acres and includes the
towns of Cabo Rojo to Aguada. This coast has mountains which
provoke the major rainfall season on the Island (Fundación
Puertorriqueña de Conservación, 1996).
Puerto Rico has approximately 119 mangroves that have been
studied by scientists and are major tourist attractions (Departamento de
Recursos Naturales, 1984). The most important role of the mangroves
on the island is to act as dams when natural disasters take place. They
serve as natural forts that protect the environment. Mangroves are a
group of trees that survive and develop in flooded areas and in salty
waters. They are essential to the ecosystem since they serve as a habitat
to many birds and animals from the island and also as the habitat to
endangered species. It is estimated that 60 bird species use the
mangroves as habitat and harbor. The mangroves are also essential to
the island's ecosystem since they offer humidity to the atmosphere.
Puerto Rico is also characterized by a wide variety of forests and its
diversity of natural habitats. There are 14 public forests ranging in size
from 363 to 10,569 acres. They are presented next.

Table 1
Public Forests of Puerto Rico
Names
Mari cao

Location
Maricao, Mayagüez,
Sábana Grande and San Germán

# of Acres
10,569

Guayanilla, Peñuelas,
Ponce and Yauco

9,878

Ciales, Jayuya, Juana Díaz
Orocovis and Ponce

6,945

Caguas, Cayey, Guayama,
Patillas and San Lorenzo

6,600

Río Abajo

Arecibo and Utuado

5,780

Guilarte

Adjuntas, Guayanilla,
Yauco and Peñuelas

3,604

Susua

Yauco and Sábana Grande

3,341

Piñones

San Juan, Canóvanas and Loiza

3,232

Aguirre

Guayama and Santa Isabel

2,464

Guaj ataca

Isabela

2,357

Boquerón

Cabo Rojo, Lajas
and Mayagüez

2,040

Vega

Vega Alta and Vega Baja

1,139

Cambalache

Arecibo and Barceloneta

950

Ceiba

Ceiba, Fajardo and Naguabo

363

Guánica

Toro Negro

Carite

(Source DRN Bosques Públicos de Puerto Rico, 1986).
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As on any over-populated island, the quality of the water in Puerto
Rico has been jeopardized by polluted landfills, farm animals and toxins
from industries and household waste. One of the worst pollution
practices has been described by Fransisco Folch, Professor of Public
Health in Puerto Rico (Folch, 1994). He reported in 1991 that
approximately 27 industries did not implement any type of regulation in
terms of reduction of waste. Folch also explained what happened in
Cruce Dávila, in Barceloneta, on the northeast coast, where
approximately 7,500 gallons of hazards were released into the water
system during that year. Another example is the pollution of rivers like
"La Plata" which are constantly contaminated by sewage plants of
nearby towns like Comeno, Naranjito and Toa Baja.
Neftalí García, a Puerto Rican biologist, environmentalist and
current Secretary of Agriculture exposed how industry adversely affects
the economy of the island when he stated:
Besides the destruction of the physical beauty and of life, this is a
disaster economically. The destroyed fish make the building of a
fishing industry almost impossible: any island without fishing
industry is untenable economically (p. 78).
The industrial pollution is very high in towns like Guayama with
19 manufacturing plants producing pharmaceuticals. John Hunter and
Sonia I. Arbona in their article Lost in Paradise: An Introduction to
the Geography of Water Pollution in Puerto Rico (1995), reported that
there are 80 known waste dumps including all types of hazardous
materials like chemicals, mercury, pesticides, and oily wastes.
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Municipal landfills like Cidra’s contain industrial waste. Household
hazards and pharmaceutical waste can also be found in the town of
Aibonito. Hunter and Arbona, illustrated extreme cases like those of
Manatí and Barceloneta (North-West) with 26 pharmaceutical
companies within a 9 miles radius. Hunter and Arbona (1995),
estimated at least 1,000 manufacturing plants in Puerto Rico.
Major environmental problems adversely affect the quality of life
of people and animals. Examples of these are toxic spills, contamination
of the soil in forests, deforestation, and the phenomenon of over¬
development. An example of this phenomenon is a hotel to be
constructed in Manatí, at a cost of fifty million dollars. This project is
going to take place in a beautiful place where the natural habitat of fauna
and flora is, without doubt, going to be affected adversely. Another
project will connect the towns of Arecibo (North-West) and Ponce
(South) via the construction of a major highway.
Even though this study does not attempt to delve into the origins
of the environmental movement in Puerto Rico, it has to point out the
major role played by a group called ’’Vanguardia Popular’’ founded in
1962 (Concepcion, 1995). One of the major positions of this group was a
determination to stop the mining project led by American Metals Climax
and Kennecott Copper. ’’Vanguardia Popular’s" influence was
considerable, prompting the Puerto Rican government to amend its
mining laws. The strong need for creating awareness on the Island,
regarding environmental issues, gave life in 1967 to the first
environmental group in Puerto Rico, "Misión Industrial de Puerto Rico"
(MIPR). MIPR’s efforts focused on fighting industrial pollution.
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It was initiated by the Episcopal Diocese of Puerto Rico as a vehicle to
serve as a "conciliatory mechanism between government, industry and
workers." Their focus was on issues like nuclear power, mining projects
and petrochemical industries in Puerto Rico. MIPR in fact marked the
way to help the fight against industrial pollution. Concepcion quoted the
MIPR objectives as:
To create mechanism between the government industry and
workers; examining economic political and environmental
objections; to incorporate community organizing as a central
element of environmentalism; to develop a strong concern for
health issues in both workplace and communities (p. 118).
Three of the most important offices currently dealing with
environmental issues in Puerto Rico are the Natural Resources
Department (DRN), Environmental Quality Board (JCA), and the US.
Fish and Wildlife Services (FWS). The Natural Resources Department
was created by Law #23 on June 20, 1972. It has been charged to watch
over Puerto Rican development in order to conserve and use the natural
resources in an efficient way thereby creating a balance between the
economic development, the quality of life and the use of natural
resources, to encourage the use and conservation of the natural
resources, and to guarantee the obey anee of the twenty environmental
laws it has declared. Everyone of these environmental laws is very
important, but we will limit this discussion to seven which in my opinion
are the most significant to this study.
1) "Ley Orgánica del Departamento de Recursos Naturales"- established
the Natural Resources Department of Puerto Rico.

2) "Ley de Minas" charged with controlling the exploitation and
negotiation of mines.
3) "Ley Forestal"- charged with the protection and conservation of the
forests of the island.
4) "Ley de Vida Silvestre del Estado Libre Asociado"- charged with
conserving the birds and the native and non native animals of the
Island.
5) "La Nueva Ley de Agua"- created to declare water as patrimony of
Puerto Rico needing protection.
6) "Ley de Bosques"- created to protect and conserve the forests of
Puerto Rico. It gave power to DRN to acquire lands to be used as
forests. This law confers the Secretary of DRN the control the
process of deforestation from public or private property.
7) "Ley de Vigilantes de Recursos Naturales del Departamento de
Recursos Naturales" created to protect, watch, and defend Puerto
Rico's natural resources (DRN, 1990).
Other laws deal with environmental issues of Puerto Rico, as for
example to protect potable water, solid waste management and laws to
protect the natural resources. These will not be discussed within the
context of this work.
The JCA Board was created under Political Public Environmental
Law # 9, on June 18, 1970. It was under this law that JCA was
delegated to protect and create a mechanism to protect and preserve the
environment. The JCA is a government agency which deals primarily
with environmental issues (Jiménez ,1983). It is also expected to
minimize the changes that can affect the quality of the environment.
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The Fish and Wildlife Services (FWS) lists and identifies the
endangered and threatened species of Puerto Rico. The FWS receives
federal funding earmarked for dealing with endangered species.
Quality of life can be defined in many ways. It can simply be
attained if we as human beings develop a greater understanding of our
environment and become aware of our relationship with nature. As part
of nature, we adapt, live, grow and die in it. Through this process, we
share our land space with natural resources including animals and plants.
On many occasions, we exploit our natural resources, leading us to have
to deal with environmental issues that in one way or another affect the
ecological balance that we are part of. The gradual use and abuse of the
land creates a very crucial dilemma. As educators, we have the
responsibility to help others to learn in their own way how to value and
preserve nature, and how to deal with environmental issues. It is our
responsibility to save the earth and the wilderness for future generations.
Even though our knowledge of the environment has increased, we need
to promote curriculum and community programs that provide the
opportunity for individuals to be agent of change and active members of
the community. As a community must be understand that the earth is
our only home, because it is contains our life support systems.
Environmental issues include all of our actions and decisions in life.
The media exposes environmental issues through newspapers,
television, and radio, over and over. They also reflect our demands and
our desires. Most of the time they explain the problems but offer no
solutions. As we learn from our experience and from the past, and if
everyone relates to each other, a cycle of life is created.
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Environmental education can best come about by the direct
participation of the learner. Starting with the environment at home, the
school, and the community, we can begin to understand how changes
and interrelationships bring about consequences. We can learn how
natural systems work and how human beings are vitally connected. An
important element in this study is to analyze how we as human beings
affect our natural habitat. Also to recognize that our decisions affect
directly the development of our ecosystem. The process of using nature
without determining the possible effects, is one of the principal elements
causing the problem of endangered species. Conserving our natural
habitat includes a profound examination of our life-style. Aldo Leopold,
had an important message regarding our natural habitat: "The last word
in ignorance is the man who says of an animal or plant: What good is
it?" (Leopold, 1953).

Endangered Species
Ronald Bailey in his book The True State of the Planet
(1995), exposed the four major elements that cause and quantified the
damage of the extinction of species. These elements and the amount of
damage are: species introduction 39% of other types of animals, habitat
destruction 36%, hunting 23% and other 2%. These numbers become
more significant when considering that there are approximately twenty
to thirty million different species living on the planet of which only 1.4
million had been identified and named. In the last five centuries,
in North America alone, there have been 71 vertebrate species and
220 plant species declared extinct. Animals and plants are disappearing
as a consequence of our human activities. Also, because of the way we
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use nature to satisfy our needs we alter the balance in nature. An
example of this is cited by Edward Wilson, in 1988 who stated that
humans extirpate 17,500 species every day. The species play an
important role in the ecosystem.
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) was created for the purposes
of prohibiting the import of endangered species, protecting them from
hunting, and protecting their natural ecosystem from human destruction.
The ESA also identifies problems through a listing process, provides
decisions on recovery efforts, sets priorities, and provides financial
resources (Endangered Species Act, 1973). Under this Act, the
Secretary of the Interior has been made responsible for updating and
overseeing these efforts. The Secretary of the Interior has been charged
with ensuring that federal activities neither jeopardize the continued
existence, nor modify critical habitats of endangered or threatened
species. The Fish and Wildlife Services (FWS) as part of the
Department of Interior has been assigned the roles of listing and
recording species. In its first year of operations, ESA has enlisted
approximately 96 domestic species in danger of extinction. Under the
ESA, several key terms are defined. The most significant to this study
are presented next.
1- Critical habitat - the specific areas within the geographical area
occupied by the species at the time it is listed, on which are found
those physical or biological features essential to the conservation of
the species. These may require special management considerations or
protection.
2- Endangered species- any species which is in danger of extinction
through all or a significant portion of its range.

3- Threatened species- any species which is likely to become an
endangered species within the foreseeable future through all or a
significant portion of its range (ESA, 1973).
The elements that might allow the Secretary to determine if a
species is endangered or threatened are: the present or threatened
destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or range; over
utilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational
purposes; disease; the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms,
and other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued existence
(ESA, 1973). ESA commissions the Secretary of Interior to develop
recovery plans and a removal list. According to the change, each plan
shall include objectives which when reached, result in the decision of
whether or not the species should be removed from the list.
The Secretary of Interior, through the FWS, implements the Act
including trade provisions. He/she has the authority to intervene in a
state's wildlife activities if there are reasons to believe that the state is
not adequately protecting an endangered specie. The preservation and
recovery of endangered and threatened species require an extraordinary
amount of financial resources. Some examples of expenditures of
species are the Northern Spotted Owl $9.7 million; Least Bell's
Vireo(bird) $9.2 million; Grizzly Bear $5.9 million; Red Cockaded
Woodpecker $5.2 million; Florida Panther $4.1 million; Mojave Desert
Tortoise $4.1 million; Bald Eagle $3.5 million and Ocelot $3.0 million.
ESA exerts control over trade in endangered and threatened
species, prescribes a basis for monitoring trade in other species, and
regulates the implementation of the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). The major
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purpose of CITES is to maintain data on international animals and plants
species listed (National Research Council, 1995). It is considered the
most important international tool to protect wild species. CITES
consists of 117 nations. The convention established a system of
regulation the import and export of species with efforts to prevent the
commercial use and over-exploitation of endangered and threatened
species (Switzer, 1994). The countries agreed not to allow across their
borders any trade of threatened or endangered species. The countries
also agreed to create at list of species at risk depending on their status in
the wild and the effect the trade has on the status of any particular
species. Three major lists were developed by the Convention. They
were identified as Appendices and followed three major criteria
presented next.
Appendix I- includes all species that "although not necessarily now
threatened with extinction, which are or may be affected by trade."
Appendix II- includes all species that "although not necessarily now
threatened with extinction may become so unless trade in specimens of
such species is subject to increased trade pressure due to their
resemblance to threatened species already list."
Appendix III- lists species at the request of a country in which the
species occurs and in which the species is protected. It is a goal to help
these countries enforce domestic protection (National Research
Council, 1995).
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Endangered Species of Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico has 3,000 different species of plants, 250 different
species of native birds, and 13 different types of bats (Goering, 1974).
There are also 16 native species of tree frogs known as the "coquies," of
which 11 are endemic species, 4 types of snakes and 12 native anole
lizards. There are 75 species protected under Law # 70 or "Ley de Vida
Silvestre.” They are also protected by Endangered Species Act of 1973.
The 75 endangered species of Puerto Rico consist of forty-six
plants and twenty-nine animal (Departamento de Recursos Naturales,
1994). Tables 2 to 11 present each group.
Even though we are somehow familiar with environmental issues,
in practice, we do not learn about our capacity to improve it, nor to
strengthen our relationship with the environment. There is, in my
opinion, a need for educational programs that address all levels.
Teachers of environmental issues need to create a collective
responsibility and decision making process to preserve the island of
Puerto Rico. They must constantly remind students that we are the
constructors or destroyers of the natural habitat.
Our behavior will determine the actual transformation of the
Island. This transformation has thus far, been influenced by
over-population, pollution, and the use and abuse of our natural
resources. To resolve these problems, it is imperative to identify
political, economic, social and ecological needs. It is also imperative to
engage Puerto Rican educators in an aggressive and progressive
curriculum reform. The curriculum should include activities designed to
change the attitudes of Puerto Ricans, and it should inspire them to
participate and collaborate in what we call environmental encounters.

Through these encounters, students may begin to develop alternatives
and plans of action to solve Puerto Rico's environmental problems.
Thus, a prospective end result of this study is a commitment with the
environment to improve and maintain the quality of life we enjoy within
that environment. At the same time, we need to become aware and gain
more consciousness in the way that we interact with nature.
This hands-on curriculum in Spanish includes the following ten
endangered species of Puerto Rico.
Scientific Name
Common Name
Amphiphous:
Eleutherodactylus iasperi

Golden Coqui

Birds:
Falco peregrinus tundrius

Arctic Peregrine Falcon

Pelecanus o. occidentalis

Brown Pelican

Charadrius alexandrinustenuirostris

Piping Plover

Plants:
Cvathea dryopteroides (Fern)

Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque
Enano

Stahlia monosperma (Tree)

Cóbana Negra

Ternstroemia luquillensis (Tree)

Palo Colorado

Cassia mirabilis (Shrub)

V

Reptiles:
Chelonia mydas

Green Sea Turtle

Cvclura steinegeri

Mona Ground Iguana

V=

Some species do not have common name

Table 2
Endangered Species of Puerto Rico

Groups_Number

Animals:
Amphibious

2

Mammal

5

Birds

11

Reptiles

11

Plants:

Cactus

2

Orchids

2

Herbaceous and Herbs

4

Ferns

8

Plants and shrubs

(Source National Fish and Wildlife, 1995).
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Table 3
Endangered Amphibious of Puerto Rico

(V)

Scientific Name

Common Name

+Eleutherodactvlus iasperi (HC)

Golden Coqui

+Peltophrvne lemur

Puerto Rican Crested Toad

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design

V—

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).

Table 4
Endangered Birds of Puerto Rico

(V)

Scientific Name

Common Name

*Accipiter striatus Venator

Sharp-Shinned Hawk

*Agelaius xanthomus (HC)

Yellow-Shouldered Blackbird

* Amazona vittata vittata

Puerto Rican Parrot

*Butco platypterus brunnescens

Broad-Winged Hawk

*Caprimulgus noctitherus

Puerto Rican Nightjar

+Charadrius melodus

Piping Plover

*Columbia inomata wetmorei

Puerto Rican Plain Pigeon

*Corvus leucognaphalus

White Necked Crow

+Falco peregrinus tundrius

Arctic Peregrine Falcon

*Pelecanus o. occidentalis

Brown Pelican

+Sterna d. dougallii

Roseate Tern

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design
V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).

Table 5
Endangered Mammals of Puerto Rico

(V)

Scientific Name

Common Name

*Balaenoptera borealis

Sei Whale

*Balaenoptera physalus

Finback Whale

*Megaptera novaeangliae

Humpback Whale

*llivseter macrocephalus

Sperm Whale

*Trichechus m. manatus

Antillean Manatee

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design

V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).
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Table 6
Endangered Plants of Puerto Rico

Scientific Name

Common Name

(V)

Cactus
+Harrisia portoricensis

Higo Chumbo

*Leptocereus grand anus

V

Ferns
*Adiantum vivesii
*Cvathea drvooteroides
*Elaphoglossum serpens
*Polvstichum calderonense
*Tectaria estremerana
*Thelvpteris inabonensis
*Thelvpteris verecunda
*Thelvpteris vaucoensis

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

V
Helécho Arbóreo de Bosque Enano

V
V
V
V
V
V

HC = Critic Habitat Design
V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).

Continued next page
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Table 6, continued

Scientific Name

Common Name

(V)

Herbs
*Aristida chasae

V

*Aristida portoricensis

Pelo del Diablo

+Gesneria pauiciflora

V
V

*Peperomia wheeleri

Orchids
*Cranichis ricartii
*Lepantheses eltorensis

V
V

Plants
*Aurodendron pauciflorum

V

*Banara vanderbiltii

Palo Ramón

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design

V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).
Continued next page
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Table 6, continued

(V)

Scientific Name

Common Name

*Buxus vahlii

V

*Callicarpa ampia

Capá Rosa

*Cassia Mirabilis

V

+Calyptronoma rivalis

Palma de Manaca

*Chameacrista glandulosa
var. mirabilis

V

*Comuita obovota

Palo de Nigua

*Crescentia portoricensis

Higuera de Sierra

*Daphnopsis helleriana

V
V
V

* Eugenia haematocarpa
* Eugenia woodburvana

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design
V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995)
Continued next page
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Table 6, continued

Scientific Name

Common Name

*Goetzea elegans

Matabuey

*Ilex cookii

* Lyonia truncata var. ptoctorii

V
V
V

*Mitracarpus maxwelliae

V

*Mitracarpus polvcladus
*Mvrcia paganii

V
V

*Ottoschulzia rhodoxvlon

Palo de Rosa

*Pleodendron macranthum

Chupacallos

+Schoepfía arenaria

V

*Solanum drvmophilum

Erubia

*11 ex sintenisii

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

(V)

HC = Critic Habitat Design
V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).
Continued next page
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Table 6, continued

(V)

Scientific Name

Common Name

+Stahlia monosperma

Cóbana Negra

*S try rax portoricensis

Palo de Jazmín

*Ternstroemia luquillensis

Palo Colorado

*Temstroemia subsessilis

V

*Trichilia triacantha

Bariaco

*Vemgnia proctorii

V

*Zanthoxylum thomasianum

St. Thomas Prickly Ask

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design

V—

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).

Table 7
Endangered Reptiles of Puerto Rico

Scientific Name

* Ameiva polops

Common Name

(HC)

(V)

St. Croix Ground Lizard

* Anolis roosevelti (HC)

Culebra Giant Anole

+Caretta caretta

Loggerhead Sea Turtle

+Chelonia mydas

Green Sea Turtle

+Cvclura steinegeri (HC)

Mona Ground Iguana

*Dermochelys coriácea (HC)

Leatherback Sea Turtle

*Epicrates inornatus

Puerto Rican boa

*Epicrates monensis granti

Virgin Islands Tree Boa

+Epicrates monensis monensis (HC)

Mona Boa

*Eretmochelys imbricata (HC)

Hawksbill Sea Turtle

*Sphaerodactvlus micropithecus (HC)

Monito Gecko

*=

Endangered Species

+=

Threatened Species

HC = Critic Habitat Design
V=

Some species do not have common name

(Source National Fish and Wildlife Services, 1995).

CHAPTER IV
A HANDS-ON APPROACH TO STUDY TEN ENDANGERED SPECIES
Of THE ISLAND OF PUERTO RICO

Introduction
This chapter presents the hands-on curriculum in Spanish to study
environmental issues, particularly those pertaining endangered species
of Puerto Rico. The goal of this curriculum is to present a tool that will
help educators, students and community members to better understand
environmental issues that are affecting the quality of life of Puerto Rico.
The hands-on curriculum in Spanish is structured in four major parts:
Introduction, Vocabulary, Formal Lessons, and Informal Lessons.
The introduction presents the purpose of the curriculum. It is
stated as: "to help Puerto Rican children ages seven to eleven develop
attitudes, motivation, and commitment to work individually and
collectively towards the solution of the problem of endangered species
of Puerto Rico."
The vocabulary section contains ten definition of terms presented
in the curriculum. The terms are amphibious, autochthonous, forest,
endemic, endangered species, natural extinction, humid soil, mangroves,
shores and coastal zone.
The curriculum section consists of fourteen formal lessons. Each
lesson contains a title, objective to be achieved, recommended materials,
estimate length of lesson and recommended procedures to be followed.
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The topics covered in the formal lessons are: living and non-living
things; natural resources of Puerto Rico; Puerto Rican forests; pets and
the importance of taking good care of them; general activities related to
endangered species.
Some of the formal lessons include a section entitled: ¿Qué tú
opinas? (What do you think?) The purpose of this section is to give the
students an opportunity to expose their point of view on a specific topic.
Idea Ú is an additional activity which offers information to the
instructor. The title, purpose and/or activities of each of the fourteen
formal lessons are presented on Table 8.
The curriculum includes twenty-three informal lessons. The
purpose of these lessons is to provide alternatives to assist Puerto Rican
children in becoming more knowledgeable about endangered species of
Puerto Rico in an informal setting. Most of the activities can be
described as extracurricular activities. The title, purpose and/or
activities of each of the twenty-three informal lessons are presented on
Table 9.

Table 8
Formal Lessons
Lesson

Purpose/Activitv

Living and non-living things

Complete an exercise

Let's Find About Puerto Rican
Natural Resources

To locate Puerto Rican
forest in a map.

Until it is Finished...

Analyze the importance of
natural resources.

How Do We Affect The Natural
Resources

Complete an exercise.

Let's Study a Piece of Land!

Complete an exercise.

Let's be Friends!

Complete an exercise.

Puerto Rico and I!

Complete an exercise.

Visit Me!

Locate Puerto Rican forest
in maps.

The Animals

Complete an exercise

We Are Going to Learn!

Learn about endangered
species of Puerto Rico.
Continued next page
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Table 8, continued
Lesson

Purpose/Activity

I am Going To Write You a Letter!

Expressing the feelings and
thoughts about endangered
species.

Let’s Make a Wish!

Invite other students to
share their wishes, what
they would like to happen
regarding endangered
species.

I Learn From You!

Develop a television
commercial emphasizing
endangered species in
Puerto Rico and elsewhere.

We Want to Learn From You!

Invite a veterinary to visit
the classroom and explain
the importance of taking
care of pets.

I take Care of You!

To care for a pet for one
week.
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Table 9
Informal Lessons
Endangered Specie

Purpose/Activity

Amphibious:
Golden Coqui
Color the figure
Poem: Nana del Coqui
Complete the figure
Birds:
Arctic Peregrine Falcon
Acronym
Color the figure
Brown Pelican
Riddle
Complete the figure
Piping Plover
Color
Searching words
Plants:
Cassia Mirabilis (Shrub)
Poem: Cassia Mirabilis Soy
Riddle
Scramble words
Cóbana Negra (Tree)
Searching for words
Poem: Cóbana Negra
Continued next page

Table 9, continued

Endangered Specie

Purpose/Activity

Helécho Arbóreo (Fern)
Write short story
Poem: Yo Soy
Palo Colorado (Tree)
Color
Scramble words

Reptiles:
Green Sea Turtle
Labyrinth
Song: Peje Blanco
Mona Ground Iguana
Complete sentences
Poem: Iguana
Write short story

Cantando, Leyendo y Escribiendo
Todos Terminaremos Conociendo
las Especies en Peligro de Extinción

Introducción
Puerto Rico es una hermosa isla que ha sido llamada "La Isla del
Encanto", "La Estrella Brillante del Caribe" y La Perla del Caribe" entre
tantos otros nombres. Eso se debe a su belleza natural. Sus zonas
costeras, manglares, dunas, playas, montañas, bosques, cuevas, cavernas,
ríos y sus hermosos campos; son ejemplos de tal hermosura. Junto a
todo este hermoso paisaje. Puerto Rico cuenta con una espléndida
variedad de flora y fauna. Sin embargo, el acelerado crecimiento
poblacional, industrial y económico, ha afectado negativamente las
bellezas naturales de esta isla, hasta tal punto que la Isla del Encanto
tiene 75 especies en peligro de extinción. Con tal preocupación, esta
autora siente la responsabilidad de contribuir con este problema. Este
currículo es una contribución que ha sido realizada con gran entusiasmo
y con la esperanza de tocar los corazones de los niños, ya que ellos y
ellas serán los líderes del futuro. De igual forma este trabajo se ofrece
para enseñarles a las futuras generaciones que a pesar de que somos
parte del problema, también somos parte de la solución.
Esta autora comparte la idea de la escritora ecológica, Rachel
Carson, cuando expone que ella sabe que escribir un libro sobre los
problemas ecológicos no cambiará a toda una nación pero sí, se puede
sentir bien con ella misma, ya que hizo algo productivo y positivo.
Es importante entender que todos tenemos la responsabilidad de ayudar
a como mejorar nuestra calidad de vida, ya que es un solo hogar en el
que vivimos y lo compartiamos por igual y este es La Tierra.
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Propósito
El propósito de este currículo es presentar a los estudiantes una
alternativa más al problema de las especies en peligro de extinción de la
isla de Puerto Rico. Hay especies que en futuras generaciones ya no
existirán; esto representa una pérdida ecológica irreparable. De igual
forma la pérdida de estas especies, representa la degradación natural de
la isla de Puerto Rico.
Este trabajo contiene cuatro partes:
I.

Introducción

II.

Vocabulario

III.

Lecciones Formales

IV.

Lecciones Informales
La introducción, contiene el propósito del currículo. El

vocabulario ha sido seleccionado de diferentes referencias. El mismo
contiene diez términos que se encuentran en el currículo. Hay 14
lecciones formales. El propósito de las mismas es poder ofrecer al
instructor una alternativa más a la enseñanza de las epecies en peligro de
extinción. Estas lecciones van dirigidas a enseñarse dentro de un marco
educacional estructurado, es decir, para ser enseñado en un salón de
clases. Los temas a presentarse en estas lecciones son los siguientes:
a) Características de los seres vivientes y los no vivientes.
b) Recursos naturales de la isla de Puerto Rico.
c) El cuidado de los animales.
ch) Actividades en general relacionadas con el problema de las especies
en peligro de extinción.

Las lecciones formales contienen los siguientes elementos:
I. Título
II. Objetivo
III. Materiales
IV. Duración de la lección
V. Procedimiento
En algunas de estas lecciones, también se pueden encontrar dos partes
adicionales que son:
a) ¿Qué tú opinas?
b) Idea *.
El propósito del ejercicio ¿Qué tú opinas? es poder ofrecer al
estudiante un ejercicio donde él o ella pueda dar su punto de vista.
También de que adquiera conceptos nuevos.
El propósito de Idea Ú, es ofrecer información general para el uso
del instructor acerca del concepto que se esté estudiando. Las lecciones
formales sirven de guía al instructor. Estas pueden adaptarse a otras
edades.
Se ofrecen también 23 lecciones informales. El propósito de estas
lecciones informales, es de ofrecer otro método de enseñanza al
problema de las especies en peligro de extinción en la isla de Puerto
Rico. Estas actividades han sido creadas para poder presentarse en
forma divertida y entretenida. El propósito de todas las lecciones es de
enseñar a los estudiantes los nombres de especies en peligro de extinción
que hay en Puerto Rico, al igual de que los estudiantes se familiarizen
con las mismas, conociendo su nombre científico, dónde viven, su
alimentación y cuáles son las causas principales que estas especies estén
*

en peligro de extinción en la isla de Puerto Rico.
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Aunque la isla de Puerto Rico tiene 75 especies en peligro de
extinción este currículo presentará sólo 10 especies. A continuación se
presentará su nombre científico al igual que su nombre común:

Nombre Científico

Nombre Común

Anfibio:
Eleutherodactylus iasperi

Coquí Dorado

Aves:
Falco peregrinus tundrius
Pelecanus o. occidentalis
Charadrius alexandrinustenuirostris

Falcón Peregrino
Pelícano Pardo
Playero Melódico

Plantas:
Arbustos:
Cassia Mirabilis

V

Arboles
Stahlia monosperma
Ternstroemia luquillensis

Cóbana Negra
Palo Colorado

Heléchos:
Cvathea drvopteroides

Helécho Arbóreo

Reptiles:
Cvclura steinegeri
Chelonia mvdas

Iguana de Mona
Peje Blanco Tortuga Verde

V - Hay especies que no tienen nombre común
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Vocabulario

1) Anfibiosson vertebrados de sangre fría que pueden vivir
en la tierra o en el agua, tienen piel blanda y
húmeda, no tienen garras en sus dedos.
(Angleró, J. Agente Estatal en DRN de Puerto Rico,
1979).

2) Auctóctonooriginario del mismo país donde vive.
(Biaggie, V. Las Aves de Puerto Rico 1974).

3) Bosquesconjuntos de recursos naturales más valiosos, para
conservar el suelo y el agua. Se usan como
producción de maderas, establecimiento de áreas
pasivas y protección de la vida silvestre.
(DRN, Bosques de Puerto Rico, 1989).

4) Endémico confinado a una región específica, sin que se
encuentre en ningún otro lugar del mundo.
(Raffeale, H. Una Guía a las Aves de Puerto Rico y
las Islas Vírgenes, 1990).
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5) Especies en peligro de extinciónuna especie se considera en peligro de
extinción cuando su población ya no puede
mantenerse sin que se tomen medidas
para disminuir las presiones sobre éstas.
(Fish and Wildife Services, 1995).
6) Extinción natural¬
es un proceso evolutivo lento y gradual dando origen
nuevas especies que van sustituyendo a las que
desaparecen.
(Mestey, 1990)
7) Humedales son aquellas áreas de terreno que se mantienen
cubiertas con agua en una frecuencia y duración que
permite el creciemiento de planta y árboles que se
adapten a suelos húmedos.
(DRN, Una Docena de Razones Para Restaurar los
Humedales, 1990).
8) Manglares una agrupación de árboles que poseen ciertas
adaptaciones que les permiten sobrevivir y
desarrollarse en los terrenos inundados de agua
salada.
(DRN. Especies Vulnerables o en Peligro de
* ♦

Extinción Asociadas a los Humedales en P.R., 1990)
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9) Playas franjas de terrenos en contacto directo con el agua de
mar que se caracteriza por poseer abundante arena.
(DRN, 1990).
10) Zona Costanera una franja de terreno que se extiende por un
kilómetro, tierra adentro y por tres millas
náuticas mar afuera.
(DRN, 1990).
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Lecciones Formales

Título
i Cosas que Tienen Vida!

Objetivo
Provista una serie de materiales, los estudiantes los clasificarán
en seres vivientes y no vivientes.

Materiales
a) carrito de jugar
b) coquí
c) estrella de mar
ch) hojas de árboles
d) muñeca de jugar
e) papel
f) pelota plástica
g) rocas

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- Antes de comenzar con esta lección se repasará la lección anterior,
acerca de las características de los seres vivientes y los no vivientes.
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(Se asumirá que se ha presentado una clase explicando las
características de seres vivientes y no vivientes)

2- Se colocarán en la mesa de experimentación los siguientes objetos:
carro de jugar, coquí, hojas de árboles, estrella de mar, muñeca de
jugar rocas y papel.
3- Los estudiantes dividirán los materiales en dos categorías:
A. Seres vivientes
B. No vivientes

IdeaC
-Los seres vivientes sienten, crecen y mueren. Hay dos clases de seres
vivientes:
a-plantas
b-animales
-Los no vivientes no sienten, no se mueven, no se comunican y no
crecen. Algunos ejemplos son: libro, mesa, papeles, rocas y teléfono.

;.Oué tú opinas?
¿Cuál es el ser viviente más grande que tú conoces?
¿Cuál es el ser viviente más pequeño que tú conoces?
¿Cuál es el ser no viviente más grande que tú conoces?
¿Cuál es el ser no viviente más pequeño que tú conoces?
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Título
¡Ven y Conoce los Recursos Naturales de Puerto Rico!

Objetivo
Provista una serie de materiales sobre los recursos naturales de
Puerto Rico, los estudiantes describirán lo que observan. Luego
escogerán el recurso natural que más les gustó.

Materiales
a) diapositivas sobre Puerto Rico
b) hoja de trabajo (Descríbeme)
c) láminas de Puerto Rico

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- Se mostrarán a los estudiantes diapositivas sobre los recursos
naturales de Puerto Rico.
2- Se les explicará el término de recursos naturales.
3- Se entablará una conversación con los estudiantes sobre los recursos
naturales de la isla.
4- Los estudiantes escogerán el recurso natural que más les gustó y lo
describirán en la hoja de trabajo.
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;.Qué tú opinas?
¿Haz visitado algunos de estos lugares?
¿Te gustó?
¿Cuál de esos lugares te gustaría visitar?
¿Cuál de ellos no te gustaría visitar?
/

Idea V
- Puerto Rico tiene muchos recursos naturales.
- Al ser una isla, podemos disfrutar de sus charcas, lagos, ríos, y
hermosas playas.

-Sus montañas tienen hermosos colores.
- Su clima cálido todo el año hace que otras personas vengan a visitar la
isla de Puerto Rico.
- En los bosques viven muchas clases de animales. Muchos de éstos
están en peligro de extinción.
- En los campos se pueden disfrutar los colores más hermosos que la
naturaleza puede tener.
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¡ Descríbeme!
Los estudiantes escogerán el recurso natural que más les gustó y lo
describirán.
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Título
Hasta que se Acabe y Después ¿qué?

Objetivo
Dada una situación problemática, los estudiantes analizarán la
importancia de los recursos naturales de la isla de Puerto Rico.

Materiales
a) galletas dulces de diferentes sabores

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- Se le pedirá a cada estudiante que escoja todas las galletas que gusten.
2- Para efectos de la lección, no habrá suficientes galletas para todos los
estudiantes.

;.Oué tú opinas?
¿Cuántos se quedaron con los deseos de comer galletas?
¿Por qué no pudieron comer galletas? ¿Qué pasó?
¿Qué pasa si todos quieren comerse todas las galletas?
¿Qué pasa si las galletas son como los recursos naturales de Puerto
Rico?
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Idea Ú
- Se les explicará a los estudiantes que las galletas representan los
árboles, ríos, lagos y montañas de Puerto Rico o recursos naturales.
- Se les explicará a los estudiantes lo importante que es el no abusar de
los recursos naturales de Puerto Rico.
- Es importante dar énfasis al respeto por los recursos naturales ya que
nos brindan hermosos paisajes, diversión y sirven de hogar a los
animales o vida silvestre.

Título
¿Cómo Afectamos los Recursos Naturales de Puerto Rico?

Objetivo
Con la ayuda del instructor los estudiantes completarán seis oraciones
basándose en sus ideas y pensamientos.

Materiales
a) hoja de trabajo (Piensa)

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- Se dividirá el salón en pequeños grupos de tres estudiantes cada uno.
2- Se les repartirá la hoja de trabajo (Piensa).
3- En cada grupo habrá un anotador, un guía y un representante.
4- La actividad final será la presentación de cada grupo.
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Piensa...

Cada grupo completará las siguientes oraciones usando sus propias ideas
y pensamientos:

Las playas

Las montañas son

Puerto Rico es bonito

La basura

Donde vivo, los árboles

No cuidamos a Puerto Rico cuando

Título
Estudiando un Pedacito de Tierra

Objetivo
Después de haber estudiado un pedacito de terreno por dos días, los
estudiantes contestarán las preguntas de la hoja de trabajo.

Materiales
a) lápiz
b) hoja de trabajo (Qué Observaste)
c) papel
b) terrenos

Duración
Tres Días

Procedimiento
1- Se identificará un pedazo de terreno en el patio de la escuela.
2- Después de haber divido el terreno en partes iguales; habrán tres
estudiantes trabajando en cada grupo.
3- Los estudiantes anotarán sus observaciones diarias en la hoja de
trabajo por el término de dos días.
4- Al concluir sus observaciones, los estudiantes compartirán sus
experiencias con los demás compañeros.
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Idea fl
- Se les dará la oportunidad a los estudiantes de estar en contacto directo
con la naturaleza.
- Tendrán la experiencia de observar todo lo que hay alrededor de ellos,
ya que en muchas ocasiones no se le presta atención a nuestro
alrededor.
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;.Qué Observaste?

Animales

Primer Día:

Segundo Día:

Plantas

Lo más que me gustó

Título
Í Vamos a Hacer Amigos!

Objetivo
Mientras observan un árbol, los estudiantes contestarán en oraciones
completas las preguntas en la hoja de trabajo.

Materiales
a) cartulinas
b) escoger lugares donde se encuentren árboles
c) hoja de trabajo (Vamos a Hacer Amigos y Dibújame)
d) lápices de colores
e) poema El Arbol Niño

Duración
Dos Días

Procedimiento
1- La clase se efectuará en el patio de la escuela.
2- La clase se ofrecerá bajo un árbol.
3- Se dividirán en grupos de cuatro estudiantes.
4- Los estudiantes tendrán que observar el árbol y contestar las
siguientes preguntas.
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;.Qué tú opinas?
Piensa... ¿cómo llegó éste árbol aquí?
¿Qué animales visitaron el árbol?
¿Qué colores observaste en los árboles?
¿Para qué sirven los árboles?

Segundo Día:
1- Se les repartirán lápices de colores a los estudiantes para que dibujen
su árbol favorito en las hoja de trabajo Dibújame.
2- Se repartirá a cada estudiante el poema El Arbol Niño de Lorenzana
Brunet. (Ver páginal 14). Al finalizar la lectura del poema los
estudiantes contestarán las siguientes preguntas.

;.Qué tú opinas?
¿Cómo cuidamos los árboles?
¿Cómo no los cuidamos?
¿Por qué son importantes los árboles?

Idea V

Es importante dar énfasis al cuidar y preservar los árboles ya que son
muy importantes para el ser humano.

Dibújame

Dibuja el árbol que estudiastes por dos días.

El Arbol Niño
Arbolito que naciste
el mismo día que yo,
mi mamá dice que a ambos,
juntitos nos hizo Dios.

Yo creceré alto y fuerte,
tú también crecerás;
yo daré nobles acciones,
y tú fruto darás.

Darás también tu madera,
y tu sombra ofrecerás
al cansado caminante
que junto a ti pasará.

Yo siempre te querré mucho,
árbol niño, como yo;
ambos creceremos juntos
con la protección de Dios.

Y cuando pasen los años,
y yo sea ya viejecito,
tú me darás sombras y frutos,
¡mi buen amado arbolito!
(Lorenzana Brunet)

Título
Puerto Rico y Yo

Objetivo

Después de la lectura del poema La Oración del Coquí. los estudiantes
junto al instructor dialogarán sobre el mensaje del poema.

Materiales

a) poema: La Oración del Coquí

Duración

Dos Días

Procedimiento

1- Se les repartirá a cada estudiante el poema: La Oración del Coquí.
(Ver próxima página).
2- Se discutirá el mensaje del mismo.

Segundo Día:
1- Continuación de la discución de la clase anterior.

La Oración del Coquí
¡Oh Señor! Haz que siempre Puerto Rico
sea la más bella isla del Caribe.
Que su vegetación nunca pierda
ese verdor que tanto nos gusta.
Que su cielo sea siempre tan azul
y que en sus noches nunca falte
una llovizna para refrescarnos.
Haz que siempre pueda seguir
cantando feliz por todos los rincones y
que...
¡Oh Señor! ¡Lo más importante!
Que la gente linda que habita esta isla,
nunca nos deje de querer.
Te pido todo esto porque bien sabes
que no puedo vivir en otro lugar.
(Autor Desconocido)

Título
¡Ven y Visítame!

Objetivo
Haciendo usos de sus notas, los estudiantes localizarán en un mapa, los
bosques de Puerto Rico con la ayuda del instructor.

Materiales
a) diapositivas de los bosques de Puerto Rico
b) hojas de trabajo (Bosques de Puerto Rico y Pueblos de Puerto Rico)

Duración
Dos Días

Procedimiento
1- Se mostrará un mapa con los pueblos de Puerto Rico y se repartirá a
cada estudiante un mapa con los pueblos. Identificarán en sus mapas
el pueblo del cual ellos y ellas provienen.
Segundo Día:
1- Se repasará la clase anterior, se les ensañará diapositivas de los
bosques y se les explicará dónde se encuentran. Luego
localizarán los bosques de Puerto Rico en la hoja de trabajo.
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Mapa de los Pueblos de Puerto Rico

Bosques de Puerto Rico
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Título:
Los Animales y Yo

Objetivo:

Al finalizar la lección los estudiantes aprenderán vocabulario
relacionado con las especies en peligro de extinción.

Materiales

a) Poema: {Hermosa Flora y Fauna!

Duración

Un Día

Procedimiento

1- El instructor explicará los siguientes términos: especie en peligro de
extinción y endémico.
2- Se les repartirá a los estudiantes el poema {Hermosa Flora y Fauna!
para leerlo y discutirlo en el salón de clase.

Hermosa Flora y Fauna
Hermosa flora y fauna
nuestra isla se engalana.
Aves como el Guabairo y la Palometa
en el aire se les ve.
El Falcón Peregrino vuela con estilo,
y la Cotorra Puertorriqueña...
¡que ave más hermosa en nuestra tierra!
Si supieras que de la isla de Mona
la Iguana de Mona es.
Aunque grande es,
en más ningún otro lado la podras ver.
Tortugas, muchas clases hay
pero al Peje Blanco, Cabezón y el Tinglar
todos con más anhelo las debemos cuidar.
El hermoso Coquí Dorado,
es de mi isla de Boriquén
Pero dejame decirte que la Cassia Mirabilis
aunque un arbusto pequeño
endémico de Puerto Rico es.
Heléchos, orquídeas y hasta el cactus Higo Chumbo
son de Puerto Rico, gran ejemplo para el mundo.
Cóbana Negra y Palo Colorado son algunos
de los tantos árboles que tenemos,
pues somos agraciados.
La flora y fauna
junto al cuidado que yo les doy
hacen que yo diga:
¡que soy Boricua de corazón!
(Carmen M. Martínez Rivera)
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Título
Aprenderemos Sobre Las Especies en Peligro de Extinción

Objetivo

Con la ayuda del instructor los estudiantes aprenderán sobre las epecies
en peligro de extinción de la isla de Puerto Rico.

Materiales

a) Hojas de información

Duración

Cinco Días

Procedimiento

1- Con la ayuda del instructor los estudiantes aprenderán información
general de las diez especies en peligro de extinción. (Ver próximas
páginas).
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Nombre en Español:

Coquí Dorado

Nombre en Inglés:

Golden Coquí

Clasificación:

Anfibio

Nombre Científico:

Eleutherodactvlus jasperi

El Coquí Dorado es una pequeña rana que puede llegar a medir
hasta 1 de pulgada. Su color es oliva-amarilloso pero algunos son de
color amarillo-verdoso. Vive en las bromélias que crecen cerca de los
árboles en las montañas. El Coquí Dorado vive en montañas de 2,300 a
2,800 pies de altura. El El Coquí Dorado es endémico de la isla de
Puerto Rico lo que significa que no se puede encontrar en más ningún
otro lugar que no sea Puerto Rico. Su nombre verdadero es
"Eletherodactilus" que significa dedos libres.
Su proceso de gestación dura aproximadamente un mes teniendo
de 3 a 5 especies al año. Es la única especie de rana que pare los hijos
vivos. Es por esta razón que los coquíes no tienen etapa de renacuajo,
cuando las ranitas salen de los huevos son idénticos a los adultos.
El Coquí Dorado fue descubierto en las montañas de la Sierra de
Cayey en año 1976. Se cree que se alimenta de insectos. Es durante la
media-noche y madrugada que se le escucha con más intensidad su
peculiar canto.
El Coquí Dorado fue incluido en la lista de especies en peligro de
extinción en Puerto Rico en el año 1977. Las causas por la cual está en
peligro de extinción es porque las áreas donde vive han sido
deforestadas para la construcción de viviendas
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Nombre en Español:

Falcón Peregrino

Nombre en Inglés:

Artic Peregrine Falcon

Clasificación:

Ave

Nombre Científico:

Falco peregrinus tundries

El Falcón Peregrino es considerado el falcón más grande que hay
en la isla de Puerto Rico. Es considerada una de las aves que más rápido
vuela alcanzando una velocidad de 60 millas por hora. Ha sido
comprobado que la especie de Falcón Peregrino existe aproximadamente
hace 30,000 años, esto es debido a fósiles encontrados en California, que
así lo confirman.
El Falcón Peregrin tiene una banda ancha negra alrededor de su
garganta. El pico es de color azul sus patas son amarillentas y sus garras
son negras. Puede llegar a medir hasta 21 pulgadas de largo. Se
alimenta de insectos y ratones. Se le puede ver en los lagos y lagunas de
agua dulce de la isla de Puerto Rico. El Falcón Peregrino también vive
en algunos estados de los Estados Unidos como por ejemplo en Alaska,
California, Colorado y Utah. También se le puede encontrar en países
como Canadá y México.
El Falcón Peregrino está en peligro de extinción debido al uso de
pesticidas ya que éstos afectan a los huevos de el Falcón Peregrino.
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Nombre en Español:

Pelícano Pardo

Nombre en Inglés:

Brown Pelican

Clasificación:

Ave

Nombre Científico:

Pelecanus o. occidentalis

El Pelícano Pardo puede pesar hasta 8 libras. Se distingue por su
forma de lanzarse en el agua en busca de su alimento. El Pelícano Pardo
vuela a poca altura. Las partes superiores del Pelícano Pardo son de
color gris plateado. El Pelícano Pardo se le puede observar en las costas
de Puerto Rico y con su peculiar forma de zambullirse para pescar su
alimento. Anida en colinas pequeñas y prepara los nidos en el suelo,
árboles o manglares durante primavera y verano. Casi siempre anida en
lugares que son inacesibles. Además de Puerto Rico, el Pelícano Pardo
se puede encontrar en estados de los Estados Unidos como por ejemplo
California, Carolina del Norte, Florida, Georgia, Lousiana, Texas, y
países como Mexico.
El Pelícano Pardo está en peligro de extinción debido a que se
puede intoxicar con pesticidas que se encuentran en el agua. De igual
forma, se puede enredar en las redes de pesca.
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Nombre en Español:

Playero Melódico

Nombre en Inglés:

Piping Plover

Clasificación:

Ave

Nombre Científico:

Charadrius melodus

El Playero Melódico es una ave que llega a medir hasta 17
centímetros. Su peso puede ser de aproximadamente dos onzas. El
Playero Melódico tiene plumaje de color crema pálido llegándose a
confundir con la arena de la playa. Hace su nido en la arena de la playa.
Como dato curioso esta ave corre bien rápido. Después de correr
distancias cortas, se detiene de repente y luego sigue corriendo otra vez.
El Playero Melódico vive en las áreas costaneras de la isla de Puerto
Rico. También se puede encontrar en algunos estados de los Estados
Unidos como por ejemplo Carolina del Norte, Nebraska, New York,
Massachusetts y países como Canadá.
El Playero Melódico está en peligro de extinción porque han
destruido donde habita para la construcción de viviendas. Las áreas
dónde se encuentra esta ave han sido designadas para el uso de áreas
recreativas.
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Nombre en Español:

Cassia Mirabilis

Nombre en Inglés:

v

Clasificación:

Planta

Nombre Científico:

Cassia Mirabilis

Cassia Mirabilis es un arbusto pequeño de aproximádamente 30
pulgadas de alto. Las flores son amarillas. Tienen un pétalo más grande
que los demás. Además tienen frutas que contienen hasta 15 semillas.
Este arbusto pequeño es endémico de la isla de Puerto Rico, quiere decir
que esta confinado a una región específica, sin que se encuentre en
ningún otro lugar del mundo. Se puede encontrar Cassia Mirabilis en las
arenas de la Costa Norte de la isla de Puerto Rico en la Laguna
Tortugero y en el pueblo de Dorado.
Cassia Mirabilis está en peligro de extinción debido a las
excesivas extracciones de arena. También ha sido afectada por los
depósitos de basureros ilegales. Pero la causa mayor para que este
arbusto esté en peligro de extinción es por la destrucción de su habitat
para construir viviendas.

V= Algunas especies no tiene nombre en Inglés
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Nombre en Español:

Cóbana Negra

Nombre en Inglés:

Cóbana Negra

Clasificación:

Planta

Nombre Científico:

Stahlia monosperma

Cóbana Negra es un árbol que está siempre verde. Sus semillas se
pueden utilizar para alimento. Es un árbol bastante alto, puede llegar a
medir hasta 50 pies de alto. Tiene flores de color amarillas durante los
meses de marzo a mayo. Su fruta es de color roja con un olor similar a
la manzana conteniendo una sola semilla. El árbol Cóbana Negra es
endémico de la isla de Puerto Rico y de la República Dominicana. Se
puede encontrar este árbol en manglares. El lugar donde más se
encuentran es cerca de Boquerón al igual que en el pueblo de Río
Grande. Se cree que existe actualmente 70 árboles en la isla de Vieques.
Está en peligro de extinción debido a la deforestación para la
construcción de viviendas.
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Nombre en Español:

Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque Enano

Nombre en Inglés:

Elfin tree fern

Clasificación:

Planta

Nombre Científico:

Cvathea drvopteroides

El Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque Enano es un pequeño helécho que
llega a medir dos pies de altura. Su tronco puede medir una pulgada de
diámetro. Las hojas de los heléchos miden tres pies de largo. Al igual
que todos los demás heléchos estos se reproducen por esporas. El
Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque Enano crece únicamente en el "bosque
enano" que se encuentra en los picos de las montañas más altas de la
Cordillera Central de la isla de Puerto Rico. Crece en elevaciones de
2,700 pies o más altas. El helécho se descubrió en el pueblo de Peñuelas
para en el año 1915. También se han descubierto en el Monte Jayuya,
Cerro Rosa en Ciales. El Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque Enano es único,
quiere decir que no se encuentra en más ningún otro lugar del mundo.
El Helécho Arbóreo del Bosque Enano o Cvathea drypoteroides
está en peligro de extinción debido a la destrucción de su hábitat. Por
ejemplo, se han efectuado construcciones de antenas y otras
instalaciones de comunicación en los picos más altos de Puerto Rico.
De igual forma, algunos de los bosques donde se encuentra el Helécho
Arbóreo del Bosque Enano se han utilizado para entrenamiento militar.
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Nombre en Español:

Palo Colorado

Nombre en Inglés:

V

Clasificación:

Planta

Nombre Científico:

Ternstroemia luquillensis

Palo Colorado es un árbol que puede llegar a medir hasta 60 pies
de altura. Es un árbol que las cotorras puertorriqueñas lo utilizan de
anidaje. Las abejas utilizan el árbol de Palo Colorado para elaborar sus
colmenas. Esto hace que tanto las cotorras puertorriqueñas como las
abejas compitan por el mismo espacio. Palo Colorado o Ternstroemia
luquillensis, tiene hojas de color verde, flores de color crema o blancas.
Las semillas son de color rojo brillante.
Palo Colorado es endémico de Puerto Rico, esto significa que no
se puede encontrar en más ningún otro lugar del mundo. Palo Colorado
se encuentra en el Yunque, el bosque que está localizado en el pueblo de
Luquillo. Crece en lugares de mucha altura. Está en peligro de
extinción debido a la deforestación. Para el año 1991 sólo habían dos
especies de árboles Palo Colorado.

v= Algunas especies no tiene nombre en Inglés
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Nombre en Español:

Peje Blanco - Tortuga Verde

Nombre en Inglés:

Green Sea Turtle

Calsifícación:

Anfibios

Nombre Científico:

Chelonia mydas

Peje Blanco o Tortuga Verde es de color oliva. Es carnívoro
cuando tiene un año de edad mientras que cuando llega a adulto es
herbívoro alimentándose de yerbas y algas marinas. El nombre Tortuga
Verde es debido al color de su grasa que es verde causada por su
alimentación. Esta tortuga puede pesar hasta 300 libras. Peje Blanco o
Tortuga Verde es considerada una de las especies de tortuga más grande.
La cabeza es más pequeña comparada a su cuerpo. Pueden vivir hasta
30 años. Peje Blanco o Tortuga Verde se puede encontrar en diferentes
partes de la isla de Puerto Rico como por ejemplo en Caja de Muertos,
Culebras, la isla de Mona, y Manatí. También se puede encontrar en
países como Costa Rica, México y en islas del Caribe como por ejemplo
St. Thomas y St. John.
Peje Blanco o Tortuga Verde está en peligro de extinción debido
que la cazan para consumir su carne. También le han destruido su
habitat para llevar a cabo construcciones. Hay ocasiones en que esta
tortuga choca con botes de pesca y de igual forma, se enreda con las
redes de los pescadores.
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Nombre en Español:

Iguana de Mona

Nombre en Inglés:

Mona Ground Iguana

Calsifícación:

Reptil

Nombre Científico:

Cyclura steinegeri

La Iguana de Mona es considerada el lagarto más grande de la isla
de Puerto Rico. La Iguana de Mona tiene un rabo grande y fuerte. Los
adultos tienen una papada grande bajo la mandíbula. El color general
del adulto es verdoso mientras que los jóvenes son de color gris obscuro.
La Iguana de Mona puede estar sin moverse por largos períodos y sus
movimientos son muy lentos. Los jóvenes trepan rocas y árboles que
están inclinados. Cuando se les arrinconan pueden morder y azotar
fuertemente con su rabo. La Iguana de Mona se alimenta de hojas,
flores y de frutas. La temporada de reproducción comienza en junio y
termina en noviembre.
La Iguana de Mona fue incluido en la lista de especies de
extinción en Puerto Rico en el año 1978 y se designó la Isla de Mona
como habitat crítico. Está en peligro de extinción debido a que hay
personas que han llevado cabros, cerdos y gatos a la isla de Mona y los
han dejado. Estos animales se comen los huevos de las iguanas de Mona
o si no los pisan, al igual que se comen las plantas de las que se
alimentan las iguanas.

Título
¡Te Voy a Escribir!

Objetivo
Al ser expuestos al tema de las especies en peligro de extinción, los
estudiantes escribirán una carta a una especie en peligro de extinción.

Materiales
a) hoja de trabajo (Te Voy a Escribir)

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- Se les repartirá la hoja de trabajo (Te Voy a Escribir)
2- Los estudiantes escribirán una carta a una especie en peligro de
extinción.

I Te

Voy a Escribir!

Escoge la especie que más te gustó, de las que están en peligro de
extinción en Puerto Rico. Escríbele una carta.
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Título
¡Vamos a Pedir Deseos!

Objetivo
Los estudiantes escribirán más de un deseo que quisieran que se
cumplieran relacionados con el problema de las especies en peligro de
extinción de Puerto Rico.

Materiales
a) hoja de trabajo (¡Vamos a Pedir Deseos!)

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- Se les repartirá a cada estudiante la hoja de trabajo.
2- Los estudiantes escribirán más de un deseo que quisieran que se
cumplieran relacionados con el problema de las especies en peligro de
extinción.
3- Al finalizar, sería ideal que los estudiantes invitaran a otros
estudiantes de otros salones para compartir sus deseos.
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i Vamos a Pedir Deseos!

Escribe más de un deseo que quisieras que se cumpliera relacionado con
el problema de las especies en peligro de extinción de Puerto Rico.

AlfrmA*
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Título
¡Mira Que Te Veo y Aprendo!

Objetivo
Los estudiantes prepararán un anuncio de televisión relacionado con el
problema de las especies en peligro de extinción de Puerto Rico.

Materiales
a) hoja de trabajo (¡Mira Que Te Veo y Aprendo!)

Duración
Dos Días

Procedimeinto
1- Se dividirá los estudiantes en grupos de tres.
2- Se les repartirá la hoja de trabajo.
3- Al finalizar se presentará los anuncios de televisión preparados por
los estudiantes.
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¡Mira Que Te Veo y Aprendo!

Cada grupo preparará un anuncio de televisión relacionado con el
problema de las especies en peligro de extinción de Puerto Rico.
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Título
Vamos a Aprender con Usted

Objetivo
Al finalizar la charla del veterinario, los estudiantes entenderán un poco
más la importancia de cuidar y respetar a los animales.

Materiales
Recurso: Veterinario

Duración
Un Día

Procedimiento
1- El veterinario asistirá al salón de clases ya que ha sido invitado
previamente por los estudiantes.
2- El propósito de esta actividad es para que el veterinario ofrezca una
charla sobre cómo se debe cuidar a los animales.
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Título
¡Quiero Cuidarte!

Objetivo
Con la ayuda del instructor, los estudiantes cuidarán por el término de
una semana una mascota.

Materiales
a) comida de mascotas
b) hoja de observaciones
c) hoja de responsabilidades
ch) mascotas

Duración
Cinco Días

Procedimiento
1- Los estudiantes escogerán cinco diferentes mascotas.
2- Se traerán las mascotas al salón de clase para cuidarlas durante cinco
días.
3- Esta actividad se efectuará durante los recesos de clase de los
estudiantes. Cada grupo tendrá tres estudiantes.
4- Al finalizar la semana, los estudiantes compartirán sus experiencias
con los demás compañeros de clase.

Hoja de Responsabilidades

1- Aprender sobre la mascota.

2- Cuidar a la mascota.

3- Darle de comer a la mascota.

4- Hablarle con cariño a la mascota.

5- Mantener limpio el lugar donde se encuentra la mascota.

6- Ofrecerle tiempo a la mascota.

7- Respetar a la mascota.

8- Pasear a la mascota.
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Hoja de Observaciones

Mascota

;.Oué come?

Primer día

Segundo día

Tercer día

Cuarto día

Quinto día

;.Oué tú opinas?
¿Qué fue lo más que te gustó de tu mascota?
¿Qué fue lo menos que te gustó de tu mascota?
¿Te gustaría cuidarlo o cuidarla para siempre?
¿Por qué hay que cuidar a los animales?

Comentarios
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Lecciones Informales
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: Coloréame!

¿Te acuerdas de mí? Soy el Coquí Dorado
Soy de color amarillo-verdoso
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Nana del Coquí

No se dónde vive
pues nunca lo puedo ver.

No sé si existe
pero, debe ser.

¿Será un duende
o una sombra?

¿Será un fantasma
o un diablillo?

No sé.

Pero a la puesta del sol
después del calor
siempre oigo su dulce canción
¡co-quí, co-quí, co-quí!
Anunciando un nuevo día.

(Cristobal S. Berry-Cabán)

¡Sigue los Números y me Encontrarás!

Traza una línea siguiendo el orden de los números y encontrarás el
Coquí Dorado.

Halcón Peregrino

H ola ave adorada.

A las tienes muy hermosas,
L uces muy bien en el cielo,

C on tus ojos buscas tu comida

O tras veces, bajas y comes,
N unca dejes de existir.

P rométo ayudarte,

E spero que tú también hermano, lo trates,
R ara y hermosa eres,

E ntre las demás aves.
G arganta tienes, alrededor banda ancha negra
R ápido vuelas en el aire,

I nquieta tú estás.
N o sé si será porque preocupada estás
O quizas porque piensas que ya no existirás.
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¡Coloréame!

Soy el Halcón Peregrino. Mi pico es azuloso, mis patas son
amarillentas y mis garras son negras. Tengo una línea negra a lo largo
de la garganta.
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Adivinanza

Ave marina soy.

Peso más de 8 libras;
pues soy una gran ave.

Me encuentro en casi todas
las costas de Puerto Rico.

Con un gran pico cazo mi alimento.
Lo coloco en el cuello,
donde una bolsa grande, tengo yo.

Si sabes quién soy,ve a la mar a
buscarme; pues soy el_
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¡Sigue los Números y Me Encontrarás!

Traza una línea siguiendo el orden de los números y encontrarás el
Pelícano Pardo.

Coloréame

el ave Playero Melódico. Soy un ave pequeña pero graciosa.

Soy de color grisáceo. Cuando crezco tengo las patas
amarillo-anaranjadas. Tengo una banda negra alrededor
de mi pescuezo.
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Lee y Busca

Busca las siguientes palabras y aprenderás sobre el Playero Melódico

arena
ave
corredor
grisáceo
gusano
melódico
playero
rápido

grisáceo

roderroc
farenaol
qgusanot
oreya1 pe
rapidodv
ocido1em
1ihoaveo
oñeuqep
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Adivinanza

Arbol mediano soy.

Mis flores amarillas pálidas son.

Cinco pétalos tengo yo.

Endémico soy de Puerto Rico y
República Dominicana.
Lo que significa que sólo vivo en
estos dos lugares.

Estoy en peligro de extinción porque
han destruido los bosques donde me
encuentro yo.

Si sabes quién soy,
¡ grita mi nombre con muchas ganas
pues mi nombre es:

Cassia Mirabilis Sov

Un arbusto soy.
Cassia Mirabilis mi nombre es.

Tengo flores que amarillas son.
Con gran distinción,
un pétalo más grande tengo yo,
que los demás.

Llego a medir hasta 30 pulgadas,
aunque no muy alta, tengo gracia.

¿Y sabes qué?
Con flores y frutos estoy todo el año,
para que los disfrutes.

Aunque pocas quedan de mí
a ti te vengo a pedir:
¡Por favor cuida de mí !
(Carmen M. Martínez Rivera)
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Lee y Busca

Busca las siguientes palabras y aprenderás sobre el arbusto Cassia
Mirabilis:

amarillas
arbusto
arenas
bosque
endémicas
flores
frutas
pétalo

o1atep
f lo resisas
s atu rf
endémicas
otsubra
bosqueeqe
sanerae
samarillas
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i Ayúdame a Leer Estas Palabras!

En la flor del árbol, Cóbana Negra, hay unas palabras. Léelas y luego
escríbelas correctamente en las líneas que están debajo de cada palabra.

Soy la flor del árbol Cóbana Negra. Soy de color crema pálido.
No soy un árbol tan grande. Me encuentro solamente en Puerto Rico,
Vieques y República Dominicana.

Cóbana Negra

Cóbana Negra,
Algunos dicen que un gran árbol eres tú.
Otros dicen que flores amarillas das en mayo.
Pocos de ti saben.

Cóbana Negra,
pero yo te puedo prometer
que entre algunos, otros, pocos y yo
todos te cuidaremos con gran amor.

Cóbana Negra,
eres árbol hermoso y expectacular,
y en este momento,
te prometo, a ti cuidar.

(Carmen M. Martínez Rivera)
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Si Yo Fuera...

Si tú fueras un Helécho arbóreo de bosque enano, escribe lo que te
gustaría que los seres humanos supieran sobre ti.

Si yo fuera un Helécho arbóreo de bosque enano, me gustaría que
supieran de mí:
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Yo Soy el Helécho Arbóreo de
Bosque Enano

Helécho del bosque enano soy.
Mi nombre Helécho arbóreo es
y en las altas montañas vivo yo.

Aunque no produzco flores con aromas;
me reproduzco por esporas.

Cyathea es mi otro nombre,
y de mí pocas quedan.

Por eso a ti voy;
para que con tus cuidos y ternura
nos salves ahora.

(Carmen M. Martínez Rivera)

{Ayúdame a Leer!

Las siguientes palabras son referentes al Palo Colorado. No están
escritas en el orden correcto. Escríbelas correctamente en la línea
debajo de cada una.

sepiga

floers

blnacas

Ploa

doloardo

graned
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[Coloréame!

Te acuerdas de mí? Soy el árbol Palo Colorado. Colorea mis hojas y
mis flores. Cuando mis hojas se van a caer, se tornan rojas.
Mis flores son blancas.
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¡Ayúdame a Llegar!

Soy el Peje Blanco, ayúdame a encontrar el camino para ir a comer
yerbas marinas y algas. Hay muchos obstáculos en mi camino, como
por ejemplo las redes de pesca en las que me enredo o los botes con los
que choco.

Peje Blanco Tortuga Verde

Peje blanco, tortuga verde
que vives en el mar y a nada le temes.

Peje blanco, tortuga verde
que en aguas profundas, tú te metes.

Peje blanco, tortuga verde
con tu cabeza de color marrón claro.

Peje blanco, tortuga verde;
que algunos te capturen, a mí me abruma.

Peje blanco, tortuga verde
espero verte para siempre.

Iguana de Mona

Largo tu cuerpo
pues eres lagarto.

Tu cola hermosa,
pues eres la Iguana de

Tienes ojos grandes,
que son admirables.

Con tus patas, tú todo lo agarras.

Eres un réptil y caminas muy sutil.

Eres único, eres grande y con un rabo fuerte.

Y con gran afán yo espero siempre poder verte.
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{Vamos a Aprender?

Completa las siguientes oraciones, usando las palabras que se
encuentrán dentro de la Iguana de Mona.

Mide_de largo.
La_es un lagarto.
Es una especie única de_•
Hace su_excavando un túnel con las patas y la cabeza.
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Vamos a Escribir un Cuento

Soy la Iguana de Mona y te invito a escribir un cuento sobre mí.
¡Verás como nos divertiremos!

Soy la Iguana de Mona. Y o vivo en la Isla de Mona.
Hoy me levanté temprano y ...

CHAPTERV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this work was to create a framework for the design
of a hands-on approach to explore environmental issues in Puerto Rico
with emphasis on endangered species. The product of the action
research is a curriculum for children, ages seven to eleven consisting of
fourteen formal lessons and twenty-three informal lessons covering
content about ten chosen endangered species of Puerto Rico. The
framework created in this study is based on the Environmental
Education Goal developed in the Belgrade Workshop that took place in
Yugoslavia in 1975.
Chapter I of this dissertation has presented the need for the study.
It has also included an introduction, a background and statement of the
problem, purpose and significance of the study, delimitations of the
study and definition of terms.
Chapter II presented the review of the related literature. The
chapter identified, defined and examined significant aspects of historical
importance that led to the emergence of environmental education as a
discipline. The chapter also included thoughts, ideas and philosophies
from people who dedicated themselves, in one way or another, to
advance the idea of responsible interrelationships with the environment.
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It also discussed some of the legislative provisions that have been made
and conferences convened to discuss relevant environmental issues.
The chapter also presented a condensed overview of the characteristics
of seven to eleven year old children, and identified some significant
moments in the history of curriculum development, including
definitions.
Chapter III presented the theoretical framework for the curriculum
design that has been the focus of this research effort. It included an
historical background of Puerto Rico, a general historical review that
identifies specific moments in the history of education in Puerto Rico
and general information about the science curriculum in the Island.
Chapter IV presented the hands-on curriculum in Spanish for
Puerto Rican children ages seven to eleven developed in the study. It
addresses environmental issues pertaining ten specific endangered
species from Puerto Rico and included fourteen formal lessons and
twenty-three informal lessons.
Chapter V will present the conclusions arrived at in the study and
will also advance some recommendations for improving and advancing
this research, recommendations to the government of Puerto Rico, and
recommendations to the Department of Education in Puerto Rico.

Conclusions
There exists the need to consider a more direct approach to
incorporate environmental education into the curriculum of the Puerto
Rican Public Schools. There is also a need of emphasizing the
integration of the curriculum as a discipline and not just a part of one
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subject. To strengthen our role in nature, we must educate and develop
consciousness of our role as individuals within the environment.
It is necessary to develop educational materials that will help educators,
students, and community members to understand environmental issues
that are affecting the quality of life of the island of Puerto Rico. There is
as well, the need to learn how to live in harmony with nature in order to
create a sustainable equilibrium. The current status of the quality of the
environment of the Island deserves careful attention from the
government particularly on how to manage natural resources. More
research is needed in the field of general science to focus on the
environment and how to improve its quality. Even though our
knowledge of the environment has improved, we still need to promote
curriculum and programs that provide the opportunity for individuals to
become change agents. In sum, the behavior by humans will determine
the actual transformation of the earth. This transformation has been so
far, influenced by overpopulation, pollution, and abuse of natural
resources. This work is a call to an awareness of the ecological
interdependence with our planet and to enhance our spirit of
responsibility towards the earth. Further steps need to be taken by us to
improve the collective knowledge we have about environmental issues
and the environment. We must learn how to live with nature since the
environment can not communicate its feelings, frustrations, or injuries.
Instead we must rely on the relationship that we create between humans
and the environment, and the social consciousness that exists to preserve
the environment.
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Recommendations for Further Research
1- Develop a version of this curriculum in English in order to allow a
larger audience to participate.
2- Develop a version of this curriculum to include different grade levels.
3- Develop curriculum incorporating other types of educational
activities.
4- Evaluate the curriculum by using it in a specific school setting.
5- Develop a version of this study embracing more environmental issues.
6- Include studies more endangered species from the Caribbean islands.
7- Study more endangered species from Puerto Rico since the numbers
and names of endangered species included in this study do not fully
represent all the possibilities.
8- Conduct a comparative study on the actual endangered species in
other regions, considering the proportion of the size of the land and
the amount of natural resources available.
9- Study one region of the Island regarding the actual status of the
endangered species.
10- Study the knowledge of a specific community regarding
environmental issue, as for example, endangered species.
Recommendations to the Department of Education in Puerto Rico
1- Develop educational programs in schools that allow students to
interact with other students from other schools of the Island that are
affected by environmental so that together they can search for
solutions for to problems.
2- Develop a study to gather information regarding the teachers'
perceptions about teaching environmental education in the Island.
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3- Train teachers in effective teaching methods and techniques to deal
with environmental issues.
4- Create and offer educational courses at the University of Puerto Rico,
School of Education focusing on environmental issues.
5- Create exchange programs that allow educators from Puerto Rico to
participate actively in educational programs from other universities
and other countries.
6- Expand beyond two-year programs in ecology and establish four-year
programs and graduate school programs in the area of environmental
education.
7- Identify agencies that can create partnerships between the government
and the Education Department to create grants for educators to pursue
training in the process of dealing with environmental issues.
8- Develop a pilot program teaching twice per week environmental
issues.
9- Incorporating environmental education as a discipline to be formally
taught.
10- Develop programs to incorporate the community in the learning of
environmental issues.
11- Create educational program for adults in order to prepare them to
deal with environmental issues that affect them.

Recommendations to the Government of Puerto Rico
1- Future studies should address the exploration of the actual official
posture of the government of Puerto Rico vis a vis its political
platform regarding the environment as well as the government's
various agencies role in the matter.
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2- Create a public awareness campaign regarding the environmental
issues that affect the Island.
3- Governmental agencies need to be more rigorous with the process of
granting permission for construction.
4- Give the opportunity to more Puerto Ricans to work in federal
programs that are established in the island of Puerto Rico dealing
with environmental issues, since they can bring their programs the
dichotomy of the their knowledge and the sensitive of safekeeping
their Island.
5- Enforced more rigorously the laws that serve as safe keepers of the
quality of the environment in the Island.
6- Move towards implementing a plan that create a balance between
tourism and a sustainable environment in the island of Puerto Rico.
7- Create training for governmental personnel allowing them to visit
schools and offer workshops to teachers and students.
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